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‘pool college, delivered an’ address chiefly
upon Christian union. The closer union of
Particular and General Baptists, and the
the | promotion of co-operation amongst all denominations, with , the ; adyancement of
AD
peace-principles among the nations, were
or the principal topics
of /his discourse. . ‘Two
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I can not tell where the sun went
Nor tell where the sun will rise,
Sueli terrible fears my senses drown,
And such blackness fills the skies;
O sailor man! look through the fearful frown,
And say where the morning lies.
The wayes they beat our boat ahout,

As they madly fall and rise,

Fuller and Cary ; yet in each county

there

and every 50th man-and woman in each is a
meémber of a Baptist church.” But statisties showed that during the last ten years
the increase of Baptists in England had not
kept pace with the increase of the . population. * The country through, the increase
of ¢hurches lias been 295 in the lst ten
years! ' To keep pace with the Riintien
it ought to have been fifty more.”
Moreover, the additions to our churches have
been proportionately less than formerly
during the last three decades. ¢ For the
ten years ending 1851, 75,709 persons joined 934 churches,—an average of eight per-

chureh.

he-

For

the

ten

years

ending

1871,

facts

cause

searchings

of

hearts,

8, 7, 6, respectively, and thé clear increase
5, 4, 83.”
“Outsiders,
however, should

lies!” «
— Alice Carey.

English Correspondence.

sheuld

They are easily remembered. In the last
three decades our total increase has been

And with all’ his voice intoned to a prayer,
And with all his soul in his eyes,
He said: * Look there! it is only there

.

DersY, ENXGLAND, Oct. 12, 1872,
The autumnal session ' of the Baptist
Union has been held this year at Manchester. Always the most popular, the most
enthusiastic and the most largely awtended
of the Baptist Union meetings,the autumnal
session just closed has been ne exception

More than eight hun-

dred ministers and delegates from all parts
of England were present. The proceedings were conducted with much spirit and
earnestness throughout. Enough of public
business had to be done to prevent the seéssion assuming the character of a debating
society ; and a large infusion of the devo-

tional and evangelistic element prevented
the assembling and separstion of so numerous
a body ‘of Christian men without any

practiéal "and spirivasl result.

ker; Northampton holds to the theology ' of

79,756 persons joined 1,887 churches,—an
average of six persons to each church; the
oléar increase being 3 per church, These

man stroked my sea-wet hair
up to the skies,
‘

That the light o' th’ moring

If one feat-

ure more than another marked this autum-

nal session of Baptists, it was the fervor
and geal manifest: from beginning to end

know,” concludes the Dr., *‘ that though
we reckon our strength by our membership,
the number
of our m
oes not ‘represent our full-influence.
For every church
member in England’ we have two Sunday
scholars, and about

two

hearers

more

or

less regular; so that in Evgland, perhaps
one-twentieth of the population, e¢ertainly
more than one-thirtieth, are in connexion
with us,” The Dr. closed his suggestive
paper with an appeal in behalf of apostolie
teaching, real spiritual fellowship, aud fer-,
vent and effectual prayer. Mr. Chown, of
Bradford, Mr. Tilly, of Cardiff, and Mr.
Varley, of London, ®poke upon this question strging home

Dr. Angus's

appeal.

“At

the great public meeting at the Free Trade
Hall, Mr. Glover,of Bristol,again took up the

question addingto it the serious fact that
all the free churches of England reported
a decrease during the past year except the
United and English Presbyterians, and
probably their sniall progress: of one per
cent. would not have been madé’ had they
not ' been’ exceptionally. well-placed for

evangelistic efforts.

Among other reasons

for this decrease Mr. Glover assigned, the

restlessness of ministers, one out of every
six having last year given

up his charge;

in the progress of the kingdom of Christ in
the world.
The preliminary meetings included a mis-

the growing luxury, of the day; but especially the corruption, of the church at large

sionary conference and 4 public missionary

lect of evangelistic labors, ' Mr." J.

meeting.. Both were held at Union chapel,
a large and beantiful edifice where the Rev.

Brown,

A. Madaren ministers in ‘word and doctrine.

‘erally, greater moral ccurage in acting up

presided.

to their convictions, and combating the advancing ‘skepticism of the time; and a

At the conference Mr. J. Bacon,of London,

Dr. Underhill spoke at consider-

able length on the hopeful prospect of mission work in. India, apd the Rev. C. M.
Birrell delivered an eloquent and affectionate
farewell ‘addréss to several missionaries

from the simplicity of Christ; and the 'negof Birmingham,

suggested

J.
also

that there heeded, amongst Christians gen-

more zealous spirit of aggression. Mr.-€.
H, Spurgeon followed, and in along and
characteristic speech recommended the

churches to fast and pray until ‘the condiof mis- | tion of things so muecli deplored had passed

about to leave for the sapie sphere
sionary labor. At’the public meeting, Mr.

Richard Johnson, of Manchester, presided.

Dr. Underhill again spoke,

giving

a brief

summary of the fields occupied and the
work done by the Baptist Mission. The
Rev. H. Dowson, of Bury, followed, urging that the Mission needed neither

a new

message, fof a new organization, but a more

eminent and mighty baptism of the -Holy
Spirit. © Your correspondent spoke next
upon Orissa, and the results of fifty years’
-work in that provinee, not omitting to

away anid everywhere a true revival of
godliness and simplicity and primitive fervor prevailed. Mr. Spurgeon spoke of the
t increase of the London churchés and

said thut they had kep® the 5th’ of November for ‘some years ds a day of general
fasting and prayer. Mr. Arthur Mursell
closed the meeting with a vindication of the

position of Baptists and a word of good

cheer and encouragement.

The meetig at the-Free Trade Hall was

of ll the meetings. of
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the

pomps of autumn are on the Common, the
trees brighiening for decay, Another year
is dropping its leaves,and it takes something

teous cause,

ly ue

operates solely in New York, personally

welcome

superintending

bring happiness to every home and person duty. Last Wednesday he stationed
by total abstinence from all that can in- self af the intersection of {wo street Roly

toxicate.
omnibuses have wholly disappeaged . from | A mass meeting was held last evening ways, and examined every car that camethe streets, and not a single conveyance. is on the North Side; in which Rev. Robert along. Fully ninety-nine hundredths of
to be seenin front of the Parker House; the Collyer, Rev. M. M. Parkhurst and several the beats ‘were ordered back to the stables,
Tremont House and the Revere, There is other ‘distinguished - gentlemen took part, as being too sick for work.” He has to be

a Sabbath stillness in the streets,

Still there are hundreds of horses

and also 4 meeting was held

in. the

patpose on the South

As

it now stalks outto murder.

animals.

A week’ ago Monday, the papers centained accounts of three murders, or attempts

“He prayeth well who loveth well

to take human life. The murderers were all

For the dear God who loveth us,
He made and loveth all.”

for the

protected by policemen, but for whom

same

would

Side, in which the

went into a saloon, kept by a Mrs. Say:

“I

did

not

commit:

the

man

said,

murder,—’twas

found his 'wife drunk and entertaining a
He made a: murderous

as-

sault on the intruder.
Of the last of these threa men whose:
bloody work was recorded in a single paper, we are told, ‘Ile was very intemperate
in his habits,” He. killed a fellow workman, —a steady industrious man,a husband
and a father, —~cutting his throat with a chisel.

But for the dram shop

not one of these

crimes would have taken place.

Six young

men ruined, the result of rum’s doings in a
single week !
One of the city papers says—‘‘Revive the
gallows.” We say—close the dram shops.
Que day last week a boy under twelve years

of age; died , suddenly from; the excessive

drinking), of brandy, Who sold: the boy

that brandy 2, Are men in the city of Bos:

ton

alloyed.

to sell their

soul:destroying

wares, even to, women;and children?
foaoits 10d HECTURES,
has! five

seasons,

they gave the court assurance

spring,

in Father Taylor's Bethel. It was a pleasant Sunday. Up in the gallery, a mocking
bird was singing, and the louder the minis-ter prayed, and the more vigorously the
sailors uplifted their voices in praise, the
moreguelodiously the bird sang. The. little incident reealled a pleasing reminiscence
of the life of Father Taylor. He loved
animals and birds. When he opened his
church to the sailors,he like-wise opened its
tower to the doves. = They used to fly to his
windows for food, at the morning and evening twilight, drifting in like a shining eioud
from the sea over the masts that spired the
harbor. Then the old man would be seen
coming out of his house, and standing up-

swmmer,

and alight

upon his head and shoulders.

result of his examplé” we can not say,
many of the old chgnch| towefs of Bostén
ringing of bells,

who

young

make

amid

the

The birds haye a cheer-

autumn, Winter and, the lecture

' THE RING THIEVES,

The trial of the Tammany

five lectures here next month, Tor which
pay

him

Chicago Correspondence.
.

$1000,

a

Si

two aids; it is estimated that

3

brought no witnesses in his behalf, but has
conducted bis own defo making his argument like any other Jawyer. There seems
to be no doubt of his guilt, but whether the
jury will rule’ accordingly remains to be
seen, Having enriched himself. with the
city funds, there does n't seem to be much
probability that he will be made to disgorge
those stealings and suffer for his crime.

No
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ope
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shortly

off,

cir-

cumstances. Fields failed to appear at the
fixed time, and his bail is declared forfeited

along the line of the Texas Pacific R. R. Five
hundred miles are already under contract

one

in

lions in number, and, on an average,

Senator Wilson has just - returned to
Washington from a campaign tour; in Vir-

ginia,.

speech, and in an uproariows

from $500 to $1,000 edch

A..

and defiant

stop and answer him a question.

should

The dis--

| orderly, person was about to. continue,
when a promment democrat. rose and de
manded that the interruption should instant
ly cease, and in this he was supported by
the whole audience, and absolute quiet was

restored and continued.

about

a dozen drunken

men

At Staunton about
came

in from the

country purposely to break up the meeting, .
and as soon as the speech begun they

shout-

ed for Greeley and kept it up until the democrats were so disgusted that they again
compelled quiet. At Charlotte, students.
from Lee's College attended the meeting
and amused themselves by asking the Senator many questions, and continued it for
two hours and a half, Mr. Wilson answering eabh.one at such length as he thought it
demanded.
Mr. Wilson expresses
the
opnion that Grant: will carry
every State,
east and west, except possibly Nevada,
|
COLONIZING THE JEWS,
A letter has been received at. the Geners..

every

in some

could

of Henry

manner demanded that Mr,. Wilson

The same writer estimates that if the
three or four hundred thousand persons em-

ployed in saloons, were employed

large

Wise, came into the meeting when the Sen- ator. had progressed a short way in his

and two thousand gallons of beer annually ;

produetiye business ‘where they

and elsewhere

date [or Congress; a nephew

and pay about sixty dollars each.

|

At Richmond

crowds attended his meetings. At all of
‘them many democrats , were- present. For
the most part these were orderly and respectful, but at Richmond a Greeley candi-

80 drinkers support a drinking establishment
and consume four hundred and sixty
gallons, of: spirits, eighty gallons of wine
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seems quite serene in view of existing

earn

per year, and thus

al Law office in.

Washington

setting

forth

Thwefity' years been’ kabscribed ‘to Garry’ oun
of J lace on 1 gal proceedings'to test the ShhtioionalityYA [itotal of eight hundred or a thousand mil: ry
of the:ii "Oné loon itd odion

writer atid’ PHiliinthitopist.

of
Hppearande’

Tweed, whose trial will

add to the productive wealth of the country that a movement is on foot by the go
ites of Edvrope for setting a colony of
their own earnings, the total gain to the Roumanian
‘dnd continental Jews in Bur
country, including the amount saved as the|;icav Jeuppenre that is a alo 30,00.
le- selling, price of the. Tiquer, would make a ed,
ot
possessing paid-up a

ago a woman was deemed out

platform.

seems

him, while Mayor-Hall is actually on trial.
As wé write, it is expected that his case
would go to the jury Friday, but that
doesn't imply a speedy verdict. He has

every 120 of the citizens is engaged in drinkselling, + Leaving out women and children,
and making due allowance for. teetotalers,
the drinkers are net less than twelve mil-

The receipts from the sale of tickets already

THE SUNDAY TEMPERANCE LAW.
amounts to twice that sum, a striking exWe have had two quiet Sabbaths since
ample of the growing popularity of the
American lecture system. George MacDon- this law went into force in our city, and alald, whose works are household favorites though several of the saloons were not
wherever the English language is spoken, closed, yet the good effects were visible
gave his ‘first, lecture in this country in everywhere, and the day seemed much like
Music Hall, The audience was immense, that of a down-east Sunday, when boys
occupying every seat and every inch of were not allowed to whistle, nor handle
standing room, Mr, MacDonald, on com- their jackknives, and the (tithing men
ing upon the platform, surveyed the specta- guarded the sacred hours. Ong’ week ago
cle with astonishment, and declared on last Sabbath there were but nine ‘arrests by
opening the lecture that it was the largest thé police, ‘While there ‘were fifty-oné the
lecture audience that he ever addressed. previous Sunday.’ 'Thetd has been no
Women as wellas men are reaping a rich disttirbatice in the attempts’ to étiforee the
harvest from the lecture field. ©/With- the law, but" ‘the ‘ Hgpor Suorly , are
‘thiol pr
and
Have
British lecturers comes Bmily Faithful, the rallyin

thieves

to have begun in earnest in New York.
Tweed is at liberty, but under bail of $5,0C0
for each count in the indictment against

would

season. ful appearance hovering around the towers,
There are four principal courses of lectures . and sparkling with irridescent lusters. They | déalers foot up the handsome sum of $500,
now before ‘the public, which command recall the prophetic strains of the Hebrew 000,000, making a total expenditure by the
sowe of the very best talent in the world. poets, the ‘‘doves flocking to the window,” people of the United States for drinks of
Prof; Tyndall, whose specialty is Light, and the ‘amiable tabernacles,” ‘Yea, the $662,000,000. From three to four hundred
with fllustrations of the spectrum analysis, sparrow hath found a house, and the swal- thousand able-bodied men behind the counhas just closed the most brilliant: course of low a nest for herself where she way lay ters of saloons. Those licensed to sell
scientific lectures ever given in this city. her young, even thine altars, O-Lord of liquors - make cone in 260 of the popuHEZEKIAH BUTTERWORTH. ~ lation, and, as each of these has ome or
Froude, the greatest liying: historian, gives hosts.”
the XY. M. C, Association

and

benedic-

fine was
of court,

Somebody has been working: at the fig.
ures which: ‘show the: total: outlay in this
caiintry, for intoxicating drinks. The res
sults reached are as-follows :
(The total outlay for last year's stock of
drinks—including native and foreign wines
and liquors: aud, malt beverages—exceeds
$162,000,000. The profits on this outlay to

Father Taylor's day, though whether as the

doves,

He is doing a noble work,

tiops of befriended animals are constantly

‘How Whisky Robs Us.

Venice hag her doves. that are protected
by the churches, and that flock to the church
towers at the ringing of bells. Since goed

their nests and rear their

he.

times

There arc thirty cases on the North Side and a large force of laborers has been asand sixty-three on the West Side, yet to be sembled. - The contractors are mainly emtried. But it is reported that the Mayor ploying negro labor, but General Dodge
is determined to execute the laws, and has afrahged on the part of the company
for a Yorce of one thousand Chinese, and
arrest all offenders.
:
We are sorry to. say that the Tribune is these are expected on the ground during
The line under conadvocating the liquor side of this question, ‘the present month.
but the Times, for this once, is doing a tract is that part of the main stem trom
good work for law and order. Itis re- Marshall west to Fort Worth, the branch
ported that the German leaders have ad- north from Marshall to a point opposite
vised, that all the most important saloon Fulton, Arkansas, and thence westwardly
keepers keep open doors next Sunday, and to meet the main stem near Fort Worth.
test the constitutionality of the law. But The work will proceed during the winter.
we expect that the *‘Sunday Temperance It can be about as easily built as was the
Law” will be sustained, and that there will Central Pacific, and will form quite as imbe a Sabbath day in Chicago as well as in portant a highway to the western coast as
does that line. ;
CB
other parts of our land:
-H.
CHICAGO, Oc. 26.
© SENATOR WILSON IN VIRGINIA.

on the sidewalk,dish in hand, and the doves

would drop down into his arms

a dozen

THE TEXAS PACIFIC RAILROAD.
A gentleman who arrived in Washington
lately from. Texas reports great. activity

they

keep closed doors hereafter, the
A few Sabbaths age, we attended service | hut little more then the cost

have been open to the

4

16 ‘may be said that Boston, ‘being the

Hub,

.

mobbed

ling upon him,

other, to resist this unjust law by all rea-

FATHER TAYLOR'S BETHEL.

rum,” Another of these men was 32 years
of age, He came home one night and
drunken man.

mane manner,

been

we have no doubt that the silent

which prevented them from buying and
drinking or selling beer, on Sunday. They
unanimously resolved to stand by each

All things both great and small,

Havé

ere this.

young men,they were all well employed,and
There has been a great change in the sonable measures, and make way for its
not one of them dealt the blow for the sake
treatment
of domestic animals in this city repeal by the ballot box at our next elec:
of gain or plunder. Abiather Grant, a young
tion!
man 22 years of age, killed a man who had and in New England during the last ten
Mr. McCauley, Catholic, made a speech
offended him, by stabbing him on the street. years. Worn out horses here are now of't- at the meeting on the North. Side, in which
‘en
killed
by
administering
chloroform,
and
The cause of the terrible crime is very
he assured the people that the Catholics
briefly explained in a morning paper,— there is a place in the city to which useless would sustain the law. Several of the ofanimals
may
be
sent
to
be
killed
in
a
hu‘“‘About quarter-past 8 he and his comrade
fenders have been tried, and fined, but as

ton, and had seme drinks.”
On being arrested, the young
an d said truly,
I

the work, and whenever he

finds a sick horse heat once orders. him oft :

“stables which are not so sick but they might, Rev: W. A. Bartlett, Rev. C. E. Cheney,
Montgomery wrote in old age,
work,
The general expression among
Prof. Nelson and several others made elo“To see all mature die, and find myself at ease, all classes of people is: ‘‘We would rather quent appeals to the people to use every
haul the teams ourselves than that the sufIa youth, that seemed an immortality
,—
means to help the officials of our ¢ify to enBut I have changed now, and find with trees
fering animals should be taken from the
foree the law. Meetings ‘aré being held
A brotherhood, and, in their obsequies,
stables.” It is not policy alone that makes
alsd, by the liquor-loving portion of the
Think of my own.” ’
the streets so silent. I% is humane feeling. city, in which the ‘‘Sunday Law” is deINTEMPERANCE.
The merchant says, ‘‘I am well, while my
nounced as a unconstitutional, and an ouvtThere has been an alarming increase of faithful animals are suffering. I would rath- rage on personal liberty, that it must. be
crime in the city of late, which causes a er take their place, and help haul my goods repealed, '&c. The
Germans assembled
feeling of insecurity among all classes of to the depot or to the wharf, than to add to last evening in Turners Hall to express
people. For the most part it springs from their distress by putting them upon the their indignation over the Sunday Law.
a single source,—Intemperance.
The city street.”
Politics was brought in to aid the liquor
of Boston is full of dram shops and drinkEvery man feels for his ors se, and there cduse, and many spirited speeches were
ing saloons where vice has been growing, is something Christian as well as humane made to the effect that no law, in their
though under restraint, and from which in this tenderness towards the poor dumb opinion, could be right or constitutional
from our hearts that will never return.

Producers”

pumpiig
of till there is a scare
in
et, so that
the old price may not
changéd. There
is little doubt that there is oil enough in the
éarth to let its cost be half what it is now.
But these are- the ‘Agencies by ‘which the

the Boats
of all persons in our efforts as a society. to, bevefit our. race, and

- | For three days Boston has been a horseless
city. The horse cars haye been withdrawn
from nearly all the routes; the hacks and

Bosrox, Oct. 28,1872.
The warm; weather

THE EPIZOOTIC

This horse epidemic has its moral aspects,

Boston Correspondence.

fre/| dred doit

nic

i

Baptist Missionary Society.

TaOAS GOADBY.

interested in kerosene..

Tre oft wells in Pennsylvania have been
prodacting
too much ofl, ' ‘That ‘made too
much in the market. That lowered the price,.
and this tre
ed the producers, Therefore they form
a company among them-

supply is eontroliéd and the price” also.
the stppression of But thee is goo! reason to believe that this
Fair in"Music Hall in February, for the pur- tion in’ making effectual
the illegal sale of intoxicating liquors,
pose of obtaining funds for the payment of
Resolved, That the fact that on the two “ Proline’ Agency "will fare but Iittfe
the débt on their néw building. They have Sabbaths on which .the saloons have been better than did the abortive South Tmprovepaid $65,000, whizh was for the most part closed to a great extent, the number of efit ( Jompany some time ago.
raised at two fairs given some years ago, arrests has decreased more ' thin fifty per
‘MR. BERGH IN BUSINESS.
cent., furnishes anunanswerable argument
and they are now owing $60,000. They|
Mr, ‘Bergh, the great champion of pro-.
roving that intoxicating liquors are the
hope to get at least one half’ of ‘this sum by |pIn ie source
ne
of nearly all crime.
tection to dumb animals, is having his hands.
the fair to be given in February.
*! Resolved, That we ‘commend tlie tem full during these
days of distemper. He

useful funds for hel ing ministers

with small sdlaries were aoroming their

thé
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everybody who is

all, ‘rom which they hope to receive Garden City Lodge of the Sons of Tentwenty-five or thirty thousand dollars. Tt perance meét at their hall on Clinton street,
is to Insta fortnight, and fs much “taxing and adopted resolutions’ approving the dethe ene
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years ending 1861, 75,433 persons joined
1,041 churches,—an average of 7 persons to
each church; the clear increase being 4 per

My hopes they beat, like our-boat, about,
And all in the waves as they rise;
My faith is broken to fear and doubt,
And my heart within me dies;
Speak out, sweet sailor-man, speak out!
And say where the morning lies.

to the general rule.
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sons to each church ; the clear increase;
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And the landsman can not hear our shout
For the sea wind’s cruel cries;
Speak out, good sailor-man, speak out!
And say where the morning lies,
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The session of the-Union proper, began
on the following ‘mortitg, preceded by an
early devotional Service before breakfast,
and by introductory devotions, over which
the Rev. Dn. Underwood presided. The

in the different parts of the clty to urge
the people to stand by our city authorities
fn’ sustaining this fmportafit and wholesome
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A Parisian correspondent of the Indepen-

upon German

tery

legation.

This

interests might lead them to return to the
annexed provinces, will not fail to proyoke
much dissatisfaction in France.

seems this time, in reality, to be about to
call forth, This correspondent believes that
Commission

8

orders have been eccasioned, at least by M,

Gambetta. and his audience.,
The same
journal, which can not be accused of sup-

that

porting the Radical party, emits, in its lead-

Pope

opips

the

helievers in the, infallibility of the

found themselves to be too much

in

the minority to gain any decided victory.

ion:

These Bishops, however, declare this to

of which

false,

Gambetta, coms:

By referring to the context, we learn that
they were to
e their light 0
gonspicu-

and accuse

be

all journals whether

selves ‘alone. They have launched thein
passionate accusations into the midst of the

vention,

every

which would placé him at the mercy of these

Why,

the

of the minister of
people which has

head:af all other

and

tures as
believeth

patches

of

faith.

announce

a new

However,

the

crusty

old

mothers

way

they

clean,

in

the

unto salvation.

cherish, that

they can

be just as good Christians, without confess:

ing Christ, is absurd,
The Christian
should let his light shine by witnessing
a good confession before the world, and.by
a life of Christian activity and holy living,

church, -as-to

the

individual,

member of the church

for if every

is a shining light,

the church ‘will appear as fair as the moon,
and clear as the san, God has made his
church the depository of an enlightening
gospel, and commanded her to preach it in
all the world, and to every creature, ‘To
1ét her so shine, as a city set on a hill that

can not be hid.”

This i¥acit by sustain-

ing the preaching of the gospel, by punctual attendance at the social seasons of prayer
and conference, and by generous contributions for missions and other benevolent
organizations, and by harmony -of feeling,
and concert of action in all that pertains to
religious growth and true prosperity. The
church should not be content with the outward observance of religious duties, nor
with standing on the defense when assailed,
but carry on an offensive war, pulling down

they

the stronfholds

of satan.

What

is the

duty of the individual and of the church,
is also true of the denominagien as such.
The Fight of a denominatiodi hiedy in its
means of education, its ministry, and its
press. The founding of schools and colleges is not to be engaged in as an end to

a family, a cross

'pdir of hands to do
knitting included!
heart such people
nothing but self in
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To that brighter shore,
Where
Meet
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Near

is

and steadier light.
But denominational
light is most clearly seen in its literature.

The standard works published by its authority, and, especially its weekly organ, are the
principal means by which the light of the
denomination is made to shine. Thréugh
these agencies the fundamental principals
of truth should be clearly presented and
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she, woman-like, encroaches on some tasty
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of" God’s Peace,

Archbishop Auch edified them bya very{ désigi for her ome suit she (nitist expect! fo
BY MARILLA.
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learned discoursé upon ‘the Ave Maria," {be buffeted aedordingly. Ministers’ - wives}
after which he recommended his hearers fo | aré expected to keep everything about | The oft rays’ of autumn’s sunlight stream:
pray for their bléeding country. Fially | house in perfect: order; besides keeping a bed ii At the west window of Mrs. Parker's
‘he expressed a hope that Alsace and Lor- Hotel “for. all’ beuighted “travels, attend pleasant WV oom. "They" did’ not fall
raine would soon be Testored to ‘them.
| every mheetinig promptly and. eall and visit thivotigh' mist-like folds of Costly lace ay’

abolitionist,

must

of our’ Master's
vineyard,

But what a wonderful example we have in
bin who is our pattern in all things, and
whatjoy if we are permittedto see the
fruit of our labor, and who shall say when
that joy shall end P—8. 8. Teacher.

little better than

these poor creatures in bread.”
‘But these rags!
Why, sir, they
all colors, and. how do you make
white
? ”

*‘Oh,1 have the

all the dirt and
that ‘scarlet’ and
even scarlet and
ors ‘to remove,
snow.”

South

house in

Mr. Torrey’ was born" is occtpied,

Tt is but

Song, entitled, “The old" Ofkety Bucket.»
The ‘adthor of the
‘Sarouel Woodd
worth, lived here. "Tn the‘honse We were!
shown a picture’ of “Hifi,”
The indications
were not that he had” tlie "highest

strength

foree ‘of, ‘charabtér;! but: pleasantness

and ‘good humor
and eyes sparkling with |
wit and a good-degréé wativetatent.
df
wasa native’ of Wey-!
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GOING ALONE.

Mary thought she wiht-

EA
ed tobe Christians
a
She was almost persuaded Po be a follows
ero

At tines she wis

sure

she wanted! hid

more than all else ; then sie thought of her
home friends, how none o them would
go

with her or encourage her; so at length she
sadly told ber teacher,—
No, I can not go alone;

it is teo hard.”

happened to her (or at least

it seemed

He r teacher could influence her no further
then, but the great Teacher was preparing
a lesson for that timid heart.
Two years passed on, and a sad accident
an

accident to Mary and hér friends, but to
the eye of God it was no accident). She
was laid aside from active duties.
Alone God caused her to bear pain and
sorrow. For months ahd even years, she
had the solitude of a sick chamber.
One day she asked her teacher,—
“Do you think God knows anything
about my being sick?»
“Do 1 think God knows!” exclaimed the
sympathizing friend. *‘I think that it is

His love that has laid you aside for these

months. Do you remember, a long time
ago you wanted to be a Christian, but said
you could not alone?
“Yes; I've thought of my wicked decision many times.”

** Has your heavenly father been teaching
you a different lesson ? »
“Yes.
[ve been longing for his love

and forgiv enosslonigingand

suffering all

alone.”

“I sometimes hope so. Iknow I want
his love and
don more than returning
héalth, more than life.”
“And is not this 4 sweet lesson, even
though learned through sickness? "
“ Yes, a sweet lesson ; and I feel that for
this he brought me low. I am trying each
day to learn the lesson he has given me.
fear not now to go to him alone. I féar to
be away from his dear presence.”— Sunday
Sehool Times.
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“Wonderful ! worlerial! "said
the | - Reacting TOE Heart.
A teacher, now
queen,
She then took her leave; but the polite in the First Presbyterian church of Elmira.
owner of the mill insisted on OE
and says the Sunday School Times, had yeurs
seeing her safe in her carriage, When ‘she ago the following interesting experience :
got in and bowed to him, with a smile, and,
A child eamye into her class for a Sabbath,
he saw all the grand establishment, he
whose father was a well-known infidel.
knew it was the queen,
“Well, well!” said he, **she has learned He had carefully kept her from all religious
something, at any rate. ‘I wisk it may be reading and instruction,but had at ength
Ln to be
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name, and her phi likeness: How she did eagerly than to a romance,
admire it. She found, also, a note within, the close, the teticher asked
not to love such a Saviour
'
whic, she read. It ran thus: 4
poeil answered, “Yes ; they
would if. they
“Will m
cen be
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and'T trust the result is such as even a queen tell hier futher and friends
may admire, Will the queen also allow me heard. No audience could resist such’ a
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sermon prieather.
er attendance at _Sumday-school, but, when
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Ican under. necessary, carried ber in bis arms to religstapd how our Lord Jesus: Christ can . take
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the poor heathen, the low, sinful creatures and.
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everywhere, vilet than the rags, and wash
them and mmke ther clean :; ‘and ‘How, with every interest and anxiety, as’ if he!
‘though their! sims be ab scarlet,’ he oan’ was a dweller in the house, as.once hg. was
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church for the school, against the 1869 dole
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what means, this peacefil Archbishop/as| according to ‘the” plan’ sister “80 an 80" they had beeti yon to fall in her old home
pot mention. The Grgdn “of ‘the Joddlts, ‘has 14id ut.
‘but’ there weré roses and évei“blooming | privting in Boston with ‘Ruseel) wentto
the Univers, already’ announces “Several
Now is'it not our duty to’ stfetgtlion and pinksand d doef vide of myrtle in the | New York city’ where ‘after sone yetirs he
miracles as having taken plice ‘at Lourdes} upheld those who are etimbered with so witidow, fo give 4 sweeter light and more died about 1840, aged 50 yers!
On a vidit to Sétuiate, after Tiving in New
‘Others may be expected; as a goodly fiom mueh serving’? Oh, how many simple} ‘home-like air ‘to the room. The face of
ber of the halt and blind joinéd i this’ acts we may dothat will ‘make the weary (Mrs. Parker, as she dat there, ‘bending over York awhile, he'detik water from the well’
pilgrimage, “in order to implore the di: ‘one’s Burthen’ lighter, © A" thousand offices /her sewing, seemed almost 3radiant with the | hé'hnd known in carly Féits of fe.” Tt was’
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they found the city arrayed iiinoits holiday | rworghip, not God; but his unworthy stew ‘that furnace of affliction she bad come like | wrote the ‘so,
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attire. | Private hodses 'weré changed tito ard.’ When our minister ‘and his’ wife go I¢ pure gold tried in the fire.” , Mrs, Parker { Tt 1s dong thé’ mot pled of ‘poems, ng the’ ueen will fiid her name on each
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Sictuate was séttléd early.’ The

Mr. Woodworth

The

What a world
ef patience the Saviour
has

and thoug!i T am terribly harried, yet I will
do this kindness”, He, then shof¢ed her

masters. He was detected, imprisoned and
died in confinement in Baltimore,in 1846.
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Many times.”

was the inspiration of a fiméns Cold Water
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we

with them,
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ont in red, feeling that they had something
royal about them. The queen had always

unknown eity or town. = It should be |. one story in hight, but, witha high gamwhere its power fur good would be most brel roof, affords chimbers.above. Tt is
extensively felt, where its light would shine long and aécomimoédated for two familes!
Less this half a mille farther south we
the brightest and radiate to the greatest excame
to the place where is the “well that
tent, and thus be like a city set on a hill, or
on a ‘candlestick,

pans.

*“ Have you told Him this?2

but appears old and dilapidated.
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has 4 large room 10 put them
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common horses, and the footmen all decked

born

some of the great centers of literary and
commereial influence or in a comparatively

light to all that ay in the house.
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The queen was riding out in her
carriage, the horses tossing their plumes as

and tried to aid slaves to eseape from their

which
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Damar, three oleh Lry to-observe:

The Green at the Paper-mill,

THE OLD OAKEN BUCKET.
Scituate, Mass., is nearly 20 miles southerly from Boston. In a recent visit there,
one of the first places of interest to which we
came was the house in which Charles Torrey was born. Mr. Torrey was a Congregaled by some
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ately, *‘if you seek him’ with all yoar bad everything she wanted, and so was
heart you will find him. His: spromises will quite miserable bicange she sould uot think
never be broken. If you will do his will of a want Lo Supply or a new place to visit,
At last she bethought her
that they had
you will know of this blesséd doctrine for
just been building a new paper-mill a few
yourself, and the peace of heaven shall miles iy bof ge city. Now she had never
truly be yours. Words can never explain seen a
r-mill, and so she determined to
a
lit le way off, there leave her carthe blessings which, even amid sorrow and stop
suffering, are given to those who love God. riage, and walk in, not as a queen, but as
an unknown common lady, She went in
Even Jesus did not explain the workings of alone, and told the owner she would like to
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the mill
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How must a minister's wife feel to be
berated like a school-girl about this, that,
and the other, that is nobody’s' business
but her own? How must the tired, weary
to reflect upon the words
wife
feel whose hours of rest are disturbed
public instruction, “The
the best schools is at the by planning how she may economize more
people; if not to-day, then’ closely, when a sister of the church comes
fin ‘ard, blowing off her husky whistle and
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inlrigants, whom he has, until now, so would have called it sinning against the
completely and successfully baffled, is less | grace of God had their poor minister's wife
ceadily to be explained.
The illustrious hired anybody to help her straighten up
Statesman knows but too well the leaders of that house! .
To begin with, no minister ought to be
this new intrigue, and he has too much
The
perspicacity and patriotism to be cau ght in obliged to move into sucha house.
people deem the minister and all that bethe trap.”
The circular just addressed to the profes- leng to him public property, and they
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M. Jules Simon, the minister of public in- in fitting up a home for him as in the
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Every
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as well as moral. Nothing has been for- pins, is discussed among a few members
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individual,
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by the interested commentaries of these cruel mercies of a fault-finding regiment
journals.
There is manifested a settled dewhose business it is to see that nothing
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-| and set and bidden

GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.

voice. to

bis highest duty.

The Morning Star is furnished to subsoribers
at a lower price than most other
papers of its size and class. We believe it
may be said, and without immodesty, that

ward. Those who
hopeful, thinking he
direction of his own
gate of the kingdom
But there is far less

er than its cost. And yet wé are glad to
deal generously with our patrons. Hence
the premiums that are regularly offered,
and so many of which have béen Sent,

call of

umns still hold good.- Whoever will take
advantage of them is thoroughly welcome

of surrounding

ebbs, he is stranded,

and lies

1874,—or

without

Will not each of our present

its

show

or
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We again announce the

drifting

for the
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3
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purpose to abandon it; that the complaints

——UNITARIAN GAINS,

of it are

general interest came

the

example

1865,—or a gaintof 30 per cent,in seven

chiefly for the triumph of Christian prineiple, but from men with: heated passions,
and those who would gladly « spoil ‘the ret

coming aggressive, and play and work and
give for church

men for the sake of enriching themselves.
The policy of hate, oppression, over-reaching, plundering and cheating has been long
pursued by Indian agents, and the results

000 was contributed last year to’ afi the

of the union were visited almost simulsaneously. Portland, Boston, Springfield, De-

| and integrity, brings
& blush

espers

_ or

rather

by

legislative

their

enactment

|.

so pitiable a charters are revoked at the end of Decemideal is kept | ber. so that the mew year will not ‘need to

even then it would not be
thing. So long as the true

the | blush over2he deplorable

Zn sight, there is hope of rising above

yise.

sights that have

him,

te live an ‘inde-

losing all high ambition
maintain

pendent life,

a

and bear -an ‘individual

positive

attitude

character, there is

that disorder usually does.

"north star and follow its beckofitng to a

How vetes

of shame

wereghugattmactedand Jeft their

H
wmviago

Pe

newspaper-reporter

with

way

$0

©

wenels

sick would certainly be

‘They raise’ up and educate
in their own

and the most of these leave with mach more

science for faith and displace prayer with
speculation and logical analysis.—The
ecclesiastical bond among this people is rather
weak, the indivilloalism is intense, the unity

ism, but by a vote approaching unanimity,
affirm their thorough and practical
sion
to the strict communion theory which he

has personally set aside.

|

that is negative than positive i their theol-ogy. Not a few of them gravitate strongly
toward the Free Religionists, and substitute

independent man and a sincere Christian,
they will not only not endorse his liberal-

This they did at

is largly an agreement to differ.

a recent meeting, meaning pwebably, besides putting themselves plainlyen the record, to administer to the pastor » mild but

Rs nmin

cause

alent uvsage, but we

Abd’ yet

there is much eareestness among them, and

yd

spirit was”

the aggressive and missionary

think

it shogs

“Tat Lirree Star” Oar readers will
not overlook the anmouncement, fouad .

their

heterodoxy when tried by the New" Testameni.

elsewhere,

It indicates that they are nof radi-

touching

the

new

Sunday

school paper. The attention of pastors and
superintendents is especially called tois, and
the need of sending“in the orders for it
to
—UsivoRM S. S. LEssoxs. The Sunday
early day, so that the first issue may
an
af
School Lessons prepared duging the past
are
year, and so widely adopted, seem to be obtained. The sooner: applications
request
especially
we
And
better.
the
made
have given less general satisfaction than
remitwas hoped. ~ The white-heat enthusiasm that those who send orders-and make
'misforbid
to
explicitas'
so
be
will
tances
felt over them a while since has sensibly
takes, In every case, pains should be takeals, but it fails to establish their wisdom.

man

who

plague

keep-the others from going beside themselves, it would be quite a marvel. But
this is only what bas befallen the horses.’
Meanwhile,
Jet ms recognise our depen<-

wants

barters

is

detect a false balance

to the attempt to ** do something about it
Do you hear. a single man on the street
some evening rebuking a polifical charlatan,
and urging the duty to be as true in the
ward-house 43 in “the vestry, and to ap-

proach the polls with as clear a conscience
as is brought to the altar? Do great nation-

the

they leave the higher | Dutit is insportant enoughto deserve a

of the lower

a careful heedingof the sugpoorly prewvided for. At least three, possibly | mention ; and
what may otherwise
prevent
will
four, sets of gestions are needed to give | gestion
hope

If it be said'that the teachers should. be

agency gives: them the lines, It: is. gratifying to know that the worstof “the diseases
seems to be over.
Although #& relapse,
with greater-futafity, fs reported from New
York, that is-doubtless owing fo prematpre and over wotk. The clearer atmosphere seems, torbe , supplying the needed
remedy, and it is hoped that hindered business may soor resume its old channels.

competent tonnodify the questioning accords-|
ing to the: pupils’ needs,—the answer. is,.|
that we have 10 take such teachers as we |

We

mistakes,

prove very annoying

the requisite variety.

denee wpon. these patient brutes, and so
learn a lesson that
i may teach, Accustomed
to hold the reits ourselves,lel us ponder over
the plight we ave in when some mysterious

avira

by itself.
higher classes they te each paper have a paragraph
matter,
shaple
and
small
a
seem
may
lewer;—when they meet: the: This

so vin imagination, | they exactly serve the

and if there Were cool ones enough left to

the public, after a long time, havimered in-

orders, and. shall

for many and ample
‘pect thems speedily.

ex-

“ThE 'UXDERGROUND RiAtLroap.” We
at
notually pemsess, and wot ideal ones;and | noticed this intensely interesting beok
place,
proper
the
im
length,
rable
conside
that when such eminent capacity exists,.|
bears repeated inteachers ean dispense with lesson papers |
‘Ft is a
ations.
own thought... We. trust we are on the!way |
to the highest and best methods; but the |
experience. of the last year shows. conelu- significant

sively that we are yet same

distance

and

than

touching

the

tales

from | which ave wrought inte fition by the great

It-is issued im very
perfection. The true way is to do the. best | masters of romance.
Renewed industry will dotibtless “bind up thing known, and still seek something. bet-| excellent style, and sold ‘only by «ubscripthe wounds of trade, and the hosts of nn-- ter yet.
Rev.J. W. Dunjée, of Providence,
’ | tion.
horsed Richard Thirds will soon be riding:
RB. L. is agent for the: work, and he will
to fresh exploits—probably.
im a thoroughly straightfomward way
| deal
—Dearn
AMID THE FioHT. The death with those who wish tb obtain the volume
of Mrs..Greeley, which occurredilast week, of him.
[3
is a striking reminder of the fact that the
Current Topics.
to
movement:of Providence is residtless, apd:
rn
1
OFFER. Tha offer. of thet Star
Ox

——FIGHTING

O¥ER' THE SUSDAY

is not stayed: by the plans ¥ad hopes ef new subscribers fromnow. toy Jam, 1, 1874,

Law.

That Mr. Raster's resolution, adopted by

men.. It is.like a voice from she sky calls
ing for charity and gentleness, iw.spéech
andi spirit ; like
a hand laid on the fevered
and passionate pulse ‘of ‘the country to.

the national convention at Philadelphia, had’

a practical meaning

«i.

in the estimation ofthe

GermansIn the
West, is quite apparent.
Chicago is in the midst of a struggle over

soothe it toa healthy calm ; like. a. rebuke
to. headlomg ambition andi unprineipled:
warfare ;: like a breath from. the . iufivite

the question; whether liquors may be freely"

sold on Sundays. = The state law and’ the

forthe price of a year's subseription, is one
ooked.
which. we trust will: not Be

Will not pastors be servimg the families
embraced in their cogregationsand parishes, in a most desirable way, by

at-

ealling

tention to the pager and te, this effer, and
at ance? We

soliciting subscriptions

be-

city ordinance provide for ' having the day realm: meant to invest life with solenmity- eve in many irstances,they-would find that
x
somewhat quiet. apd, the drinking saloons. and bid us fill it with such plans and sexyige the Star aided th the nurture of the! very
them, and only a few followers in their ef‘that it cam bear inspection. when surveyed spirit which makes a church and “society
hand us- kept closed. Jb this respect the legislation

money

It is God's
forts to correct them?

[A

enrich the place, the’ ph

church

idea. However much they mray esteem their
pastor, or accord him their sympathy as an

would be created if 13,000 persons in New

their great missions. Does a blundering

of play 8 the tables, the
to epter the banks
confined to visitors, who
business being

The

The richly endowed Divifity
Pentecost is schools.
pastor, hastens to put itself squarely before School in connection with Ehrvard Univerof students,
the world as loyal to the elose communion sity bas only the merest handful

York, and 8,000 in Boston, and 5,000 fw
Chicago, wnd in other cities in proportion,

to

lers with handwriting on the wall,~this

or,—if one can conceive of honest gambling,
the citizens of the place not being allowed

distant and even a doubtful liberty,—such
a slave did not exhibit the full terribleness
of oppression, This came out in tbe poor
abject vassal to"whonr freedom Was a powerless word; who could hug the tyranny

PROTEST.

Brooklyn, of which Rev. Mr.

deal of general debility.
Manifestly, it
could hardly be spread: about so rapidly’ by
any other than an atmospheric agency.
But even its wide prevalence makes it
serious ‘enough. Think of the panic that

in the New York Controller's ledger, and is

against

nominations.

moldy, and often chilling weather’ affecting
the membranes of the head and throat,
producing something of a fever and a good

it, the

to appear

comparatively few prédchiers

is believed to be in the air,=the wet, damp,

not God's way. He moves more quietly than
that, just as the sun and stars do,to (Talfill

The slave who was always plotting

in

ANOTHER

real reproof, and give him a judiejous but never so prevalenter controlling. T¥id not
forcible warning.
Very well.
That is quite easy to predict their future, bud it is” °°
fine it, one would call it catarrbal; and to their privilege, though we think it is also almost sure to be dillerent from their past.
describe it, he would say that it operates as their mistake. It proves them loyalte prev-

for a vote, to bring signal defeat upon a
party that advocates a sham, to break up
every secret meeting of political wire-pul-

rulers of the several provinces took the
matter into their own hands, licénsing faro
|
let
not
for an escape, whose agony would
and roulette bavks, and ‘setting the proprie|
with
death
the
to
fight
would
who
him rest,
blood-hounds rather than be captured, and | tors up in a regular business, provided
~
lie @ week in the swamp waiting for the they shared the profits wish the State.
of
honConducted
at
first
on
principle?
the
find
might
he
that
clouds to scatter

hope.

——

to a neighboring hotel. There were no
carriages for fanerals, and many a dear one

gan long ago, when games of chance were
the popular amuscment,and he who won the
most spoils was considered the best fellow.
More recently, when a shade of public sen-

to awaken | timent began

little to gratify amd net mnch

[Tar
sonic

hPU

ey, to smite down €very

He who really aspires may yet | has been for a long time the home and
becarried | business-place of gamblers. The vice beto ent
But when one is cont

whithersoever the current would take

ministers, institutions’ of learning, and in
the west. —A very large part of the acotessions to their ministry come from other de-

dollars to have a trunk taken by a hand-cart

gantly. To choke the whole Tammany ring
at ence, to bring a mildew upon every newspaper that publishes a hurtful pofitieal poli-

lowest level of the actual. A resolute pro- hitherto met its gaze.
Almost every one of the famous German
“vest against what is unworthy, we may
hope ‘will be followed by actual abandor- | watering-places—and they are numerous—
ment.

of

Strangers in the cities paid as high as ten

-| plausible words and blandly offer him twenty dollars for his vote. Notice how indigRT
NY ahi
nantly he spurns the offer; think how many
Every ‘good: citizen may feel thankful thousands in every staté” ight have been
that this year is seeing the last of tire*"Ger- the original of that picture, aud be sure
man gambling-houses. By royal decree, that (God does have a handin politics.

and ashamed over their style of life; if they
bewailed it with strong crying and tears; if
they struggled against it with an energy

Let the. President have the sympathy
those who have faith in the gospel.

wagons were in many cases drawn by men.

~ A Conquest. in’ Germany.

thoroughly sad

$100;>

Association in its work:of denominational

troit, Chicago, St. Louis, and many smaller

places, found the most of their’ horses sick
upon their hands. Horse-cars and baggage

extension «Nearly

extension, Much of this was spent in publishing and circulaibg their
theo
I
literature, especially among
gelicat

have been of the worst sert ; the new method

much

those velvet-coated rascals, who eome

us.
And if the drifters were

with victory.

of the Iadians

is entitled to an’ equally fair trial ‘now.

Meantime, most of the other large cities

call a recent picture in our only illustrated
The independent, personal life. Christian newspaper. Remember how that

to henor and

extermination

do not generally come from those who care

about in distraction;
| carrying gallon cans
in their hands, <"

the truth andY Serve fhe soul is exalted in- poor in worldly goods but rich in purpose

things were rare and
would be somewhat
may be found withThey are ‘all about

and

men and grocersdd their ‘own carrying’;

Iy and adequately described by the word | ig alone victorious,
nd nothing but strenu- | man, surrounded by the implements of toil,
‘* drifting.” It is not less sorry because it | ous, persistent fmd heroie endeavor to win | a family dependent upon his laber, himself

-is common.
If such
exceptional, that fact
‘comforting. But they
~ out any long search.

&o.,

cooled, and they are now judged in a ocalm- |
er and wiser spirit. The theory is deubt-| ewtospecily whether the order or remittance
diffi | has reference to the Saw; or to. the Little
0. correct one. ‘But the fl
pealed to by those who would gain a vote [should be suddenly “stricken. down by ® |,
didease, and obliged to whit fur | culty is found in arranging ‘any one set of | Sar, or to the Myrtle. 16 there ars items
nameless
soul! Tt is diffi- ther
though ft cost x priceless
developments in_.order to find out if | questions so that they shall be well adipted in the same letter touching two or more of
cult to see God's hand in that.
many grades of scholarship, When | these publications, let the matter relating
But there is another side tothe case. Re- | it would be fatal. Sach as were not actually |,

quifl will gains God's favor and truly

endowed nature living a life that is filting- | serves men.

Bos-

years. Of courSe many of these are’ small
and feeble ; not
a few may die, a¥ quite a
number have dene ; but they ave
“be-

The pri- appetite and passion, even the basest, ap

is positive and resolute purpose. The yielding, aimless soul is fever the world’s servant and satan’s vietim. Only a royal and

t

Conference held by the Unitarians #

mane. We rejoige
in all this. The clameors
for

are bought, and manhood treated like mwerchandise, and principle ridiculed, and every

mary and vital thing in the Cbristian life

It is a sorry sight to see a fairly well

Several things of

out. fn ‘the Nations]

the merciless

candid and truthful,—and he doubtless is,—=

It always stands for sin and peril,

succes-

pearing at Rochester, Syracuse,

or of truth to such statements. Look at the
politics of the present day. How it is controlled by men noted more "fof shrewdness
than for honesty. How petty newspapers
echo the utterances of mietropolitan sheets,
and how these latter first speak as they ave
acted on by partisan considerations! How
one campaign speaker, pretending to be
candid and truthful, states the case to-night,
and how another, pretending to be equally
flatly contradicts it to-morrow!

the

ses have been real; that the promise for the

ice-carts failed to appear, and milkmen ran

in Politics.

that

future is good ; and that,if it be modified ton recently. The numberof their church. .
at all, it will only be to make it more bu- es reported is 843, against 262 fu fue your

be

but Sar-

exaggerated;

for use, and being of an’ exceedingly contagious nature, Thence it crossed the line
into northern and western New. York, aps

difficulty.
i
Perhaps
this
epidemie
derives
its
ehief
may bé trusted to. Providence, the party
that pulls its wires the most sagaciously is importance from its wide prevalence. For
sure to win in the long run.
~ it is not generally fatal; and the hope is that
Manifestly, there is much to give the cok it will gradually and wholly bgp. To de-

All this is pitiable, always and anywhere,

m

:

May

include politics; and that, however

occupancy

'| and fofever prophesies failure.

first appeared in Canada

was followed to the grave by only one or
two of the nearest relatives. Asa last re.
bas a hand in our national politics.
Ther» are those who contend that such sort, oxen were employed for trucking, and
matters are managed by human shrewdness ; in this slow way those who were most urgthat the domain of the divine agency doesn’t ent sought to be tided over the opposing

dozen copies, 96 cts.: 100 copies, $7.00, | Bug inthe sphere of religion sach an aimexclusive of postage,—which is 2 cts. for a | Jess and yielding soul is a sight sad enough

yt
=
Dr ifting Souls.
ind

way abroad,

guage, of calling its walls salvation sad its

gates praise, Jt is a fery welcome wonder
—
of the time, And if there should be a
similar things follow-.
——HUMANITY V8, REVENGE. Gen. Grant's. whole procesofsion
ing
it
speedily,
we
think
the moral sense
reply to Geo. H, Stuar¥s inquiry, as to
whether the humane and conciliatory policy and the religion of the country would
adopted
toward
the
Indians
is to somehow be able to endure the sacred vis:
ae
f
ih
be abandoned as a practical failure, is itation.
cheering. He says,in substance, thereis no

sort of influeriza, which camé upon the
horses suddenly, completely unfitting them

as referring to that particular case, let us
consider the idea suggested by it,—that God

in, then drifting along, and finally

Ad- | for tears.

disease

it might be more than an eastern figure of
speech when they speak, in prophefié lan-

Is not to

about a month ago. | It was announced as a

It was remarked in a late issue of the N.
Y. Tribune that ** God took the [Cincinnati]
Liberal Convention in his hand and set the
whole programme in its proper order.”
Without stopping to smile at the statement

drifting out into speedy forgetfnlness.

single copies, 10-cts. each;

single copy, 14 cts. per dozen copies.
dress the Agent at this office,

, The

and

i

Divine Agency

of living and positive forces such as they always lacked. They only drifted,~at first

issme of the Register, in the same form and
at the same price as during the last three
Terms:

closed,

trust Satsm

tle that is seen to be joined.

doms {0 be supplied with good sound steeds,

forth.

out every vestige of the vice.

till

borne; and they are but slightly missed
when they are gone, except that the room
they vacate is welcome

years.

already

gone

atoga and Long Branch are obliged to blot

They yield no momentum. They plan nothing new. They never stir and quicken other
souls by their active and vital forces. They
can never be leaned on in an emergency.
They-are-never-tobe found standing in a
breach. They move as they -are impelled
or carried. Their virtues are chiefly of the
negative kind. They are. apt to be felt but
little while they stay, save as burdens to be

copy of the paper, ang emphatically invite
them to subscribe?
It is a small service in
itself, but in the final results we believe
it would add many names to our list, and
send a real and large and needed blessing
into many family circles. We await the
prompt and cheering reporses.

<THE REGISTER.

have

has

speedily and persistently followed, til! not

the rise and full of the general feeling.

subscribers
loan

houses

edict

We

come as a blustering vicitor cut of the bat-

field could

ness men to sorry straits, and they would
give a portion at least of their earthly king-

one rule,

only Hemhourg
and Baden-Baden

is to be told, we must add that the pulpit is not wholly free from them. They are

call the attention of friends and acquaintances to this offer,

France

not a little of its hurtful {nfluence has found

samples of religious routine. They just keep
They
for along in the irresolute, lifeless way.
7 just et o the general voice. They gauge

charge

The

Bosworth

is highly creditable to the power that is almost at the' same timé in New York city
exercising it, The vice that it seeks to itself. Business was completely prostrated,
check has been a. national reproach these The street-car and omnibus lives were
many years. It hasbeen the direct cause withdrawn; backs: were a rarity; freight
of almost ynmeasured harm at home, and accumulated inthe storehouses; dry-goods

the Star from time of receiving the money
1,

with

material welfare of the German nation that

downward, meeting no special resistance,
awaking no strong protest, provoking no
earnest struggle.
Even within the church these drifting
souls may be found. And if the whole truth

us a year's subscription, $2.50, we will send
Jan.

war

The beneficial effects of this movement
can hardly be estimated,” It shows.a care
over the moxul as well as the “political and

posite direction, floats him off and bears him

our subscribers assureus that this is also
their estimate. And so this is what we
offer now : To any new subscriber sending

the remainder of the present year.

late

on

a question; but at present there is room for
serjous doubt,

hosts of business men at the present time.
The ‘insidious distemper that is afflicting
nearly all the horses has brought these busi-

law.

sonie ofher current, setting in just the op-

to the favors which they pledge.
We regard the Star itself as oge of the
best premiums we can offer. Many of

to

the

has become

one will shut its doors. .

feeling

inactive

word

withthe end of the present year the last

don't know him are
is moving, under the
settled purpose, to the
and will surely enter.
than this in his case.

And when the tide

upon.

Several

There is no royal purpose by whose aid he
moves. He is carried in his passiveness.

The offers that are published in -othef col-

their

IIT.

for a Horse.”

hardly have been in a worse plight than are

than this was one of the reforms deter-

almost unresisting nature and bears it God-

its careful readers find its value much great.

and

mined

Heaven, bidding him vise and give himself
earnestly to sacred tasks and ends. He
knows the true path. He is profoundly impressed at times with the duty of walking
in it, But he never rouses himself in a
manly way to meet his duty. He only
Now and then the strong current
drifts.
of feeling in the community catches up his

: New : Subscribe rs.—( Yar Offer.

rulers,

states, thus bringing them under

He knows

He hears the

Richard

against them. But King William and
Bismarck were greater than all those small
resulted in reuniting the several German

.

in respect to his moral purpose,

nould be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
business, remittances of money, &c., should be ad
’
dressed to the Publisher.

“My Kingdom

the gambling habit. But the small rulers
had an eye to filthy lucre, and the few ciuizens who urged a reform were . powerless

No sooner had

Here is another man who drifts equally

for publication

designed

All commumeations

by a divine

‘‘ buy the truth and sell it not.”

)

‘4

—

anchor, the sport of every.gust and eddy,
everything by turns and nothing long,
without a single. fundamental principle to
cling to or a solitary” and emnobling truth
to defend. Such drifting is a pitiable thing
fora man dowered with a human brain , |
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ing human

agencies,—his

chosen

instru-

from. the Borders of the gmave.
Mp: Gree- strong, intelligent, united, public spirited and
But the lawhas'been practically ‘de-. ey. will greatly miss and mourn the depart efficient, and so would prevene slight help
' The''sloons 'weré opefied! Lager. {ure of =a true, gentle and'domestis: womam to the preacheriia his work. And this efbis : horse and :‘essed Mis | fort n need not be .confiwed to the ministry.
“and
ev stronger and mare fiery | who has lighted
8nd even.

is like that prevailing in the country gener-

ally.
ments in these days,—to write out & better;
fined.
programme and to establish better things.
:
There is doubtléss a divine ageney in pol- | beer,

careful watch over the order ahd qaietn
the
K§,—conducted thus at | rst,
music in the clanking of his own
be:
:
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;
i
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tp, be mo disgrace; who
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belicve: that bis sfrongest | Whoever amang ous readers finds the
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ich sway. Citizens | 1 oinods of operation are not very dissimi- | dens
brag-| of th
genuine
condolence
amd: sympathy in. this may propesly seck te.extend the sphere of
and a grin; and who never tiredthe of master
noisy.
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were
insulted.
'
The
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and
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ps.
not sins in the latter. But
found welcome

that brutalized him; who

chains;

§iind (Sg

b

lar. Are
over the aristocracy of
|
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(
,
I” summarily, as | YOU'S
©
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wer were motnot only
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all;
young’
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value.
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and.
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after
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be
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ment
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his
his higher ambition, treading out
fident that there will be awakened most
till they died of Luther, of Wesley, of Whitefield, and, was hecomning a day of boisterous: merri~
hood and making him content to live and in the bloodof | men played
kimdly thoughts of the smitten, and heawvyment
and
passionate
indulgence,
instear.
of
Exemplar,
s.of all classes
there

ging

die'a chattel

the

a thing,

and

of the passion, and member

despotism

became hopeléls maniadh from the terrible
excitement. ~ Even women: Were common

showed its worst elements and its most
And so a soul that only
terrible side.
life, shows

drifts in its moral

us

, at several of vhe establishments
gudstsand
there were female gamblers who were a 8 | fact, the same agency that eorrects the
noted and who annually carried away o T | church will also in some measure correct
not belost-as much money as the coolest man politics, for the affairs of State are

most

the

pitiable picture when it seems satisfied with
i
itself and its condition.
This tendency to drift in the highest sphere
of lite is the saddest of all. It is commonest there

ways.

too.

It

shows

For example:

. | yond God's notice. The sins of politicians
are their own, and so.is political corruption

several

itself in

Here is a magn

before them #1}, of their great
the gentle Saviour, and get thence an idea
of God's way of accomplishing a reform.
His band is in politics in a similar way. In

chargeable to itself. That is like sin in

who

"drifts in respect to his religious opinions.
He does not set earnestly about the work
of finding the truth. He does not study his |
otherwise th
Bible. He does not interest himself to som e classes,
finally give
l
should
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péople
atugh
that 4 tho
learn what it teaches, what authority
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serious
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ut first operated strongly in” makin
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were ot al,

‘od palaces i,
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that

«gam-

every other
honest men
every party,
will redeem
really as thé

Church.

say this much without commijtWe can
ting ourself to the statement that ‘God

something else than a féte-day and a earni-

sense of injury over their lost wights,

The

crusade

law.

Germans

are . very

against

prominent

dates for Betty

this

There shall be no
raffling, grab-boxes,
post-office, or drumamer$F6
fictitious value
on goods, and no auction at the close,

And they are 4s good as their word, The
singular pledge is kept, A strict busimess
honesty

runs through

all departments

of

the affair, and ag the days go by the wondering and skeptieal community grows
ealm and thoughtful, begins to admit that
there is such a thing as a royal eonsclence,
that honor and truth may animate religions

«Such

similar: blessing.

an

a.

of realizing
effort, we

are

A New-Sunday-School Papen

The Corporators of the F. Baptist: Printresponse to the
ing Establishment,=in

expressed wishes of not a few friends, and
in accordance

with

their

own

views of

what is needed,—have decided to publish a
School ‘paper to alternate
new. Sunday
with the Myrtle. It is to bear as a pame,
The Little Star. It will commence with
Jan., 1878. It will be of the same size,

doubters even yet, and more that are so be- | 88 the Myrtle.
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their neighbors in the

as high mechanical excel:
“Soclabitity, and that thoroughly fair things possess at beleast
at the same price
shed
furni
may be done at a Fair. There are some lences, and

of the
with: his will, | is an open arrayal
olute and ready co-workers
' business” But these || Possibly
so, but the proofis not supplied. ‘the bebe: The pla h
thes paint:
of it,

-

in

the Sunday: liquor

and set the whole programme in its proper.
passive clay in God's hand, or reverent, ros-

most cordially and: earnestly asked to de-.
vote at least a Tittle time to an effort to put

DenominationNewsal and Nos.

took the Liheral Convention in his band

order.” Tt is not quite so clear that the human managers at Cincinnati were all either

All supli persons are hereby

the
confident, will not. be: fruitless, and
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r
large
the”
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ed
enter
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it
r
| soone
and glaring that the better citizens and the | ——FAIRS AND: BRINCERLE.
rr
It was an the good results,
authoyitics were startled and aroused. They | equally strange and gwiteful thing which
gave’ the law a rigid, enforcement,
and
the managers of the €ongregational Fair
showed themselves in; earnest to. maintain in Boston did, in adopfing as the: very first
wholegonie authority; ‘and bave Sanday
of its rules, the following :
:
a day fer quiet rest, devout meditation, and ‘hearted man.
revereut worship. . The exils wereso great |

val. "The change was most marked, and
But
phase of life. But there are to all the best citizens most grateful.
in the State, and true hearts in the vicious elements rebel. "Liquorsellers
and the trath and the honesty clamor for their gains, and lignor«driikers
the one just as soon and as for their fiery beverages;-~both parties tryqualities will give even- ing to cover their real plea by an assumed
same

tual triumph to the

useful
its usefulness.
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rial supervision.

It has been thought
gecond and alerting

A

the Myrtle weekly.

the average for each member of od X. M. is
two céits and a half,

edito-

columns, and it will not lack careful

“44

RE.

n

Ohio and Penn. Y. Nore No. of churches;

, $41225; amt.

paid, |

8 that have paid any: mo.
:
children. ‘We approve giving them ‘the 865.48;
Have paid their apportionthing, 4; no. t
for
look.
to
them
;
ge
encoura
and
papers,
1; of Prghn paid, the average for
the books also,:s0: fax a8 they: can he sap: i

Rov!W. L:/NoYES has TR

mon,

call’ to the

Tan Fe B. church at Fond du Lae,

VotedUR

Wis,

year.

The Corporators make this increas-

risk solely’ for

ed outlay and take this new

They do not at all

the sake of the schools.

boast over their decision or their plans.
But they do not think it either immodest or

and

an

almost
and

shousdag success,

Jou

when

is prostrated

energies

eld.

3. That we esteem

it a

source

a 1J
io

e Joskiong of

Drone

Forde,
,
iy r rr
with the

A
P/M.

é2

ron

FRtt,

Ta

Opening sermonby

for a revival of God’s work ; and

appointed a
minister and a lay brother, to, attend
Won notified | the Sel
is
3
bold
meeting.
pointments, as
2.4
0
Brooks, Rev J H. Small and -J. N. Robertson ;
So.
Rev. I. Deering und Rufus Robinfon; Belfast and Swanville, Rev. H. Small and

Brae

anything, 5; no. that have paid

The statement touching the contributions

of the churches to the treasury of the Home
Mission Society, as presented by the Treasurer at the recent anniversary, is given in

o

little over one cent ’and a half.

an abridged form below. It was not receiv-

Wisconsin Y, M.—No. of churches, 74;
amt. apportioned, $771.25; amt. paid,
$36.80; vo. of churches that have paid anything, 12; no. that have paid their a ppor-

ed in season for our last issue.

tionment, 1; of

it a careful

We ask for

much

,Of course,

reading.

during the ast six months, for not a Tittle
thus raised has failed to come into the treasury of the Parent Society. But after making every allowance, the facts here set forth

are anything but creditable.

They

should

be frankly looked in the face and. brought
home to the heart. .. We believe they will be
thiis dealt with, and that the mext six
months will tell a different and better story.
Here are the statements showiug . the
pumber

of churches

in

M.,

Y.

each

the

amount apportioned, the amount paid, the
number of paying and non-paying churches,
and the average amount paid per member.
If the reading induces a blush, it. will not
do harm but. good, provided the blush is
followed by penitence . and. amendment.
But to the statistics:
New Hampshire Y. M.—No. of churches,
127; samt.
apportioned, $2,260.75;
amt.

paid, £120.68; no. of churches tha! have
paid anything, 2; no, that, have paid their
apportionment, 3; of the amt. paid, the
average for each member of the Y. M. is
a little less than one cent and a half.

Maine Western Y. M.—No. of churches,

tiof® of Christian

of the Y. M.

lowa Y. M.—No.

is a little

of churches,

$356.40;

28;

amt. paid,

-29,

a new

amt.

29.04;
I;
0;

of the amt. paid, the average for each memTowa Northern Y, M.—No. of churches,
36 ; amt, apportioned, $299.26; amt. paid,
that have paid anypaid their apporpaid, the average
Y. M. is a little
a half.

To summarize :—of 153 Q. M's, 95 have
paid nothing, and of 1413 churches, 1330
have paid nothing. - R. I. and Mass. Y. M.
has paid the largest amt. of any Y:M., and

Boston Q. M. has paid the largest amt. of
any Q. M. Lowell church has paid the largest
amt, of any charch, and Roger Williams
the next largest. Amt. received as above
from churches, $1149.49, being an average

per member of 1 13:20 cents.

indi-

This statemént covers six months only.

The whole amount received by the Treasur-

66 ; amt. apportioned, $1,161.25; amt. paid,

er for one year, for Home and

$32.11; no. of churches that have paid anything, 4; no, that have paid their apportion-

Mission, including the amount also received

ment,0 ; of the amt, paid, the average

$5,664.05, an average for the year of abeut

for

each member of the XY. M. is a little: more
than one half of ‘a cent.
Maine Central Y. M.—No. of churohios,
108 ; amt. apportioned, $1,594.50 ; amt. paid,

$136.45; no. of churches that have paid
anything, 7 ; no, that have paid their appor-

at’

(eueral

Freedmen's

Conference,

is

8 cts. per member,

ME.

In

Gardiner,

Oct

26,

tionment, 3; of the amt. paid, the average
for each member of the Y. M. is about two Winter Street Free Baptist church ;—five
cents and one seventh.
by letter, one by profession, and one by
Penobscot Y. M.—No. of churches, 121; baptism.
Con.
amt. apportioned, $1,070.50; amt. paid,
868.80 ; no. of churches that have paid any-.
t, 1; of the amt. paid, the average
eent

cach member of the Y. M. is one
two-thirds.

Ministers and Churches.

for
and

Vermont Y, M.—No. of churches, 65;
amt. apportioned, $779.00 ; amt. paid, 875.66; no. of churches that have paid anything,
7 no. that have paid their apportionment,
1; of the amt, paid, the average for each
member of the Y. M., isiabout two cents
and one seventh.
Rhode [sland dnd Mass, 'Y, M. LNs, of
churches, 46 ; amt, apportioned, $1,826.75;

amt, paid, $350.84; no. of churches

Holland Pufchase Y. M.—No.

of church

es, 34; amt, ‘apportioned, | $518.50; amt.
paid, $66, 17, no. of | churches that. have
_ paid anything, 4; no. that have paid’ their
"full apportionment, 84 of the

amit.

d,

the average for ohol member of the YX, M.
is a Mittle' mote than three, gents.
one
sy Lue

New

York, und Pas Y.

churches, 457 amt:

Mi

No: ‘of

apportionment, iio
®

&e.

\ A Freewill Baptist church of eleven members
was | organized Oet. 18, 1872, in Huntington
Township, Ross Co., Ohio, by a Council from
Athens Q: M., consisting of Rev’s A. P. Riley
and Thomas E. Peden: The church chose Bro.

A: B. Walters, Clerk, Bro. Robert Bell,” Deacon
and Rev. A. P. Riley, Pastor,
This new {interest is the result of a gracious revivdl under the
labors of Bro. Riley last winter.
It i3 within
four miles of Chillicathe, and from present indications will be the means of planting a church
in the city.

TuoMAS E. PEDEN, Clerk of Council.

Rev. C. 8. Perkins was installed pastor of the

in Greenville, R. 1., Wednesday eve,

Oct. 23,1872.

The services were

as

M.'W.

Burlingame

Ohargé, by Rev: J. M.' Brewster; Hand of Fel:
16wShip, by Rev. ME. Phillips; Charge to the

Ohjitel ind Society, by Rev. J, Mariner, The

of

Pleasure

th

the amt. paid,

Confer-

be

gratifying to every lover " Christian . charity.
was with aati faction ‘that we '‘wélcomed
Herrick.

To

J.

a ye

Bs

Page

a

|

CONG.

by the presence and kindly
esteemed member of your

Rev.
Mr.
Herrick. The feeling was
kil
anew and deepened in ‘our hearts that
we are one with you in the bonds of the gospel

our friendly relations mightbe

our

Saviour
that

eherished and a

but that ‘seeming now

‘upon the church, we hope to Teduee hi not more

to be

rinexpedient, I ta ce.this method of extending to
ou the Obristian sa'utations of our Conference,

ussufe'you

‘of ‘our sincere

interest

in your

welfare, and to express to you our earnest desire that we may be mutual helpers in the cause

of our dear Saviour.

By what means, or precisely in what way ‘we
can {wl unite our strength in the good work, it
might be premature at this time to attempt to.
suggest.
ut it ean not be wrong to take counsel toEset and unitedly to seek the guidance and
elp of the great head of tke church.
Pray for
us, Dear Brethren, and we will bear you in our
hearts at the throne of infinite grace. Delegates
from. your body, or any or all of your members
who cab attend will always be welcome in our
meetings. The next meeting of our Conference
will beat Morgan, ‘on the
first Tuesday in May
next.
Praying that God may bless you abundantly in your present meeting and in all Christian labors,
I'am
Yours Trul%

1

1, W. PALMER.

The following resolutions were adopted :

Whereas, the

ON THE SABBATH.
Divine law of the Sabbath

is

strict, and still binding upon man, therefore, .
Resolved, 1. That this conference regard all
secular Su day labor, except to relieve or pre-

vent suffering and except such
with

religious

2, That there is no

manufacture of cheese
the Sabbath,

as is necessarily

service, . as

Sc riptiro
or

Any

ON CHRISTIAN

positive

license

for the

other article

on

UNION,

Whereas. the growing
liberality of our
nglish Baptist brethren in regard to church
fon whi
communion has Bntly increased
t re soivad, 1. That influence, + jorefute; - ‘;
we

es0Lved,

have

nothingto

much to Hope from this same tendency, o

fear

but

tist bodies ‘in America, for instead of being a
Tepellant it; brings other Christian bodies. nearer

A prominent

and every movement
nearer

allianed with

¥ ean José nothing of value by
religious toleration,.
nment of this end we. ap-

‘correspondence

feature of this session

| M, was the 8. 8. Convention
»
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NEW ENGLAND CARPET
Farchouse, 76, 18, 80 & 82

Wat.

has

been

HANOVER 2 STREET.

FROM

BUILDING

C®,
New
Friend St.,

oh,, W. Va.,

JONAS

WHITCOMB’S

yidaye at

740, F a

HE COMPANION

and read with interest by the older. Its purpose is
to interest while it amuses; to be judicious, practical, sensible; and to have really permanent worth,
ile it attracts for the hour.
It is handsomely illustrated, and has for centribu-

“dors some of the most attractive writers in the coun-

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 18%<,
Trains

for Alton

Leave Boston,
‘Dover,
“

Gonlie,

“

1ton

Arr.

e
840
10.45

P.
12.30
3.00

315
608

11.00

317

636

yo

|

Alton,

«New

(r;

Durham,

Farmington,

“
“

An,

¢

645

4.05

Letters of Travel,

732

10.38

4929

Topics,
Historical Articles,

B21

10.25

Dover,

7.55

11.13

415

4.
447

10.45

5,06

2.00

146

Alton,

A new edition of the Eife of Wm. Burr: is now out
The price has been reduced from £1 00 to
1h cents, and will be sent postage paid on receipt of

of press.

that sum,

with

of the Q.

held on Sabbath, p.

THE GLORY,
By Dr. Geo. F. Koot,is the title: of the
book

issued.

It is

full

MARRIED

In New Durham, Oct. ‘28, by Rev. D. L. Bdgerly,

Mr. Russell R. Miller and’
88: Mary KE. Brackett,
both of N. D.
In Deerfleld. Oct. 21/4t the bride’s father’s, by
Rev. Ira Em
Mr. Chris
phx 8S. Toppan, of
Ham
nd amd iss Anna L.
Ry
B. Merrill,at the use of Gordon Bean,
wx
ne ayyovening,
¢
Oct., 28, Mr. Fred F. Emerson,
a.1 Bean of Candia.
of Buffalo, N
Jina Mige E
In Saco, Oot
LA Np
alvern;” Mr. Benjamin Piper.of at 41 and hve. ercy Smith,of Saco.
In North Newfield, Me. . at the residence of the
bride’s father. Linke: 27,
B. Peckham, Mr,
SYA and! Miss Abby O.
Stephen W.
Moore, of A”
In Eawranoo. Mase, Oct 26, by Rev. A. I. Houghton, Mr. Freeman
HI.an d Mrs. Eliza J,Hutchins, both of Li oot. ‘81, Mr. Frank W. Lapham and

latest music

Join fy SS,

of new, useful, interesting,

and attractive features, Thé music ‘is all fresh and
so arranged as to be peculiarly adapted to singing
schools, conventions and church choirs; and how in
the fall of the year the demand for this book will be
unprecedented by teachers of singing and conven-

tion lealiers all over the country.
Church & Co, Cincinnati.
paid, $1.25,

—

enner,

Pa.

ev.

:

an

Josiah J. Grimth, of Jobnatown, Pa.; abhd Mal4
ney k Griftth of J,
‘Addison, Lewanee C07, Mich., Oct. 20, by Rev.
B. E. Parker, Mr. Eugene H. Libby, of Auburn, Me.,

and
Mjss Eva F. Degolyer,of
At the Parsonage, in Mount. Pleasant, Wisi, Oct.
14, by Rev
oward,Mr. Geo. E. Vail, of Staunton, Nebraska,
and Miss HMilvina M. Buswell
Somers, Wis. ‘In Racine Ras
at the residence p
‘the bride’s parents, Oct. 24, Mr. Noah Morton, of Columbus, Ohio, and Miss Sarah Redfield,

Published by John

Specimen copy sent, post-

Notices and Appointments.

Anecdotes, Puzzles,
Facts and Ieeidents.

$1.60.

Specimen

41 Temple

copies

& CO.,

Place, Boston, Mass.

HE best selling book’ in’ the market is The
Struggles of

Petroleum V. Nashy.
It is illustrated by THOMAS

NAST, the greatest

of American artists, and contains an introduction b
Hon. Charles Sumner.
A ents wanted for this an

other

popular

books.

‘Address

I.N.Riehardson

Co., Boston; Mass., asd St. Louis, Mo..

©

$300

eS

x
®

$300

$300

&

“iH

$300

$300

‘

%

AGENTS
WANTED.
eS
A few Men and Women in every County to ©
sell our Christmas books.-

<o
wo
x]
®

vis

Life,

Selections for Declamation,

PERRY MASON
4145

DR. 8. §, FITCH,

Broadway, New xo1k

A YOUTH’S PUBLICATION.—For nearly half a cenCompanion of Boston, has been pub“tury the Yo
lished. It was started in 1827, and is to-day one of
the brightest and most vigorous papers with which
we are acquainted.

Subscription - Price,
sent free. Address,

S
©

Send your directtion to Dr. 8. S. FITCH '& 80

School

Biographical Sketehes,
Religious Articles,

This little volume should be in every Freewill Baptist home, and wonld not fail to have a good influence
apon the readers of our Sabbath School Libraries.
A liberal dizcount to the trade and to canvassers.
Send your orders tothe STAR OFFICE, Dover, N. H.

sends his “FAMILY
PHYSICIAN,”
9
pages, free by mail, to any one. This book id to
make any one their own doctor. Remedies are given
for Thirty Diseases, which gach person can PRON:

Stories of Home and

Editorials upon Current Tales, Poetry,

connect

season to

in

Life of Wm. Burr.

system are by it robbed of their terrors, and by a
persevering and somewhat protracted use of it, the
most tainted system may be completely renovated
and built up anew. Enlarged glands, tumors and
swellings dwindle away and disappear under the influence of this great resolvent. ILis sold by all Druggists.

Stories of Adventure,

4.08

10.55
“11.90

for

Its reading is adapted to the old apd young, is very

varied in its character; sprightly and’ quieraining.

1048

7.30
7.30

days and Fridays.

Prof. H. Lincoln.

It gives

STAGE CONN
ONNECTIONS.
Stages leave Wolfeborough Tuesdays, Thursdays 8
and Saturdays for A
Lg Moultonborou
Sandwich and Center Sandwich.
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
for Laconia.
RETURNING,~ Leave Laconia Mondays, Wednes-

REMEDY.—Pre-

M, A, Denison,

C. W. Flanders,

| 8. S. Robbing,

6.50

Rochester,
Gonie,

Boston,

C. A. Stephens,
Ruth Chesterfield,

Grace Greenwood,
Rebecca H. Davis,

P.M.

10.15

Among these are:

Prof. James De Mille, Louise C. Moulton,
¢“ Sophie May,”
Louisa M. Alcott,

7.15

A.M.

“

7.09

1140
Dever.

for

N_dave Alton Bay,

631
645
701

322
836
33

11.37

Alton Bay,
Trains.

ty.

Bay.

11.05
1117
11.30

Rochester,
¢
“Farmington,
¢
New Dmham,

aims to he a favorite in every

family—looked for eagerly by the young folks,

DOVER & ‘WINNIPISEOGEE R. R.

eating ulcers kindly heal under its mighty curative
influence, Virulent, blood poisons that lurk in the

CONFERENCE.

and inthe blessed work to which
calls us, and the desire was i

credited

to

stomers calling early in the da
day, Shjeluresenush
_commences, will have thio best chance of

n and- Portland. Leave Gonic
with trains for
every Saturday for Strafford Cornerand Noxth Straffer Gilmanton Tron Works.
character has it failed to give immediate relief, and ford. Leave Alton i
Stages connect at Rochester daily, from East Rochit has effected many permanent cires. Within the Trgster, with trains each way.
Win MERRITT, Supt,
past few years this remedy has been used in thom-

To the F. B. qua
Conference.
DEAR BRET
rand River Conference,
t its recent meet! nm Saybrook,was greatly inrested and cheered
S5grossions of an

"i

Trfins leave for Alton Bay,
0 P, M.
and 6,08
A.M. 3.0

1.4

Jonas Whitcothb, in’ Europe. It is well known to
have alleviatgd thid (disorder: in his case, when all
other appliances of medical skill bad been abandoned
by him in: despair. In no case Of purely asthmatic

by. Bro.

W. R. GATES.

Biddeford

between: three and four thousand doltnre, retin

J.T, STEWART; Clerk, pro tem.

Asshma,

‘SUMMERBERL,
Signed by com. § 1I. x SPENCER,
RIVER

This

CAR
at
offered for

an,

Neper pone,

Z5 led
©

Trains leave Dover for Portlag.g,

are usually brouzht nearer together;
t sectarianism and bigotry thrive most grofusely in
norance and solitude; that Christian dssociasands of cases with astonishing and uniform success.
on of ten removes trom the mind false impresIt contains no poisonous or injurious properties
sions or at least prejudices which would otherwith-perfecttake it
safety:
wise hardén into inymecible superstitions. And “whatever; an infant may
JOSEPH BURNETT & Co., of Boston, are the manuwe trust that the correspondence between the
two bodies begun so auspicicusly may lead - to
acturers and ‘proprietors, and it is for sale by all
some
result more beneficial to the cause of Grocers and Druggists.
Christ than mere congratulatory addresses.
To
this end we will look, to God and we believe
The ¢ Housekeeper?” of our Health.
that you will join us in the prayer, We comThe liver is the great depurating or blood cleansmend unto you, eur beloved ‘brother Rev. O.
T, Wyman, who, will. be able to give yon any in- ing organ of the system, Set the great housekeeper
formation you may desire concerning us, and of our health at work, and the foul corruptions“which
whois regularly appointed by the Erie Christian
gender’in the blood, and rot out, as it were, the ma.
Conference a messenger to your body.
That the
chinery of life, are gradually expelled from the sysintercourse may be still further carried on we
tem. For this purpose Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical
have appointed another delegate whom we exDiscovery is pre-eminently the article needed. It
pect to attend your next annual conference.
cures every kind of humor from the worst scrofula
Done by order of the Erie Christian Confer
i to the common pimple, bloteh or eruption.
Great
ence in session at Fairview pa , Sept. 9th, 1872.

GRAND

Cops

ARDIE
Si
ssn
)S, hides
among the really eheapest stock we offer
this sale.

h {
PM, BPM,
AM, AM.
2.58 6,08; and on Monday, Wednesday
10.10 10.43
and Friday7
JPM.

pared from a German receipt obtained by the late

and

Page we listened with profit and enjoymecnt.
We respond
to the proffer made
by yourof social

FROM

er
A conee Carpets,
fe hifhusts
Fader
“Church and Office
Dundee and
Hemp

tno £1i

ays and

IF YOUR CREDIT JAS IN DANGER you would fly
to prevent a protest. If your life is in danger from
a cough that is settling on your lungs, be ag prompt
in resorting to Hale's Honey of Horehound and Tar.
Crittenton’s, 7 6th Avenue. Scld by all Druggists.
Pike’s Tothaclie Drops cure in 1 minute:

interest:

t certainly

afuong ue your
yo delegates, Rev,

Be

chive

and

To the Ashtabula F. Baptist Quarterly

18: That ¢h

The

Congregational

regard

bolsies wore of an interesting character, ind|. ha That [ring
Welvoitia any
Bro. Perkitis enters (pon hix Work with flatterbis, will bring
no #
itig prospects.
Pi
COM, ! [
LLL
\ pe Verolimory Mu!

and

of MeigsQ. M., was with us and preached two
excellent sermons,
Next session with Providence church, Berlin),
Jackson Co., Ohio.

The

enee:
DEAR BRETHREN :—Your lettep addressed ip
the Erie Christian Soifelel
was
X
received ath

follows :—

Invocation, by Rev. M, Phillips; Reading
Scriptures, by Rev. 8. G. Woodrow; Prayer, hy
Rev. J. Mariner; 8ermon, by Rév. ‘A, H. Heath;
Installing Prayer, by Rev.

their

Conference.

LETTER FROM ERIE CHRISTIAN CONFERENCE.

connected’
sin,

Enstallation,

church

bodies thay indicate

ortioned, $292.95; | is-enjoying more that its usual prodperity; Hoth oath Jetty oto
ed fe LL:elcome
J of ctiurchel that in temporal mid piritunl wasters. The debt of | phe
other religious hodfRs...

amt. paid, bio
hive paid anything, 4 ne that ini Lu

heir

Church Organized,

that

have paid anything, 18; no. that have paid
their full apportionment,2 ; of the amt. paid,
the average for each member of the Y. M,
1g a little moré than six dents and a half.

letters from the Christian

rend this meeting,

geven
wmembers,—including
the pastor,
Rev, O. Bartlett,—were received into: the

things 5; no. that have paid their apportion-

of

more intimate acquaintance sought, With this
object in view, I was appointed
by our Conference to attend your meeting at Greene.
Up to
this late hour it has been my expectation to at-

Revivals, &c.
GARDINER,

Congregational

Amt. received

from collections at Y. M’s, and from
viduals, $868.17 ; total, $2017.66.

at’ collection

River

is

x Trainsleave Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,
AM. AM, AM. POM BM.
5.50 8.00 11,20. 6.1 8.43; and_on Mondays, Wednes.

Albany church, Oct. 11 and 12. Only. two
churches were represented. Rev. J: M. Davis,

and Christian mds ii believing that the
people of God by a more’ intimate
acquaintance

ber of the Y. M. is about two cents.

$13.00; po. of churches
thing, 2; no. that have
tionment,
.1; of the amt.
for each member of the
more than one cent and

Grand

Eo

one

BOSTON AND MAINE RALL ROAD
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1873,

J. N. ROBERTSON, Clerk.

LITTLE SIOUX VALLEY Q. M.,—Held its first

Spencer

Denk session

NY.

in

Special Notices.

session with the Bridgwater chureb, Clay Co.,
Towa, Sept. 18—15.
It being a new organization,
the atand at a very busy dao od the year,

of profound

I. R.

was chosen Cor; delegate tothe

a degree

no. of churches that have anything
no. that'have paid their apportionment,

Rev.

| ugs sand Mats, of high grade

on
all cut stock at pert r
wards of100 di flevent patterns of

C. 0. LIBBY, Preas.

Ford and
J. N. Robertson; Swanville, Rev. H.
Small and Ben. Dodge. .
Next session with 1st Monroe church, Dee, 27

=| “Crawford Hd Meeting, and Rev.
B. Page
Corresponding
delegate to next aR Te of

more than two cents and three-fourths.

apportioned,

Union.

Over 2000
an

Sheet Oil Cloths to cover

ttFc arp

W. N. Roberts; 1st Monroe, Rev. H. G. Carley
and W. N. Roberts; 1st Prospect, Rev. 1. Deer
ing and Alvin Ayer; N. Prospect, Rev. Wm,

was heavily charged with sentiments and aspira-

the amt. paid, the average

for each member

more money than is here reported has been
raised among us for Home Mission purposes

IN

their ap-

duction

W. 'N. Roberts; Dixmont, Rev. Wm, Sony and

were represented by letter. . The preaching during the occasion, and the very moral atmosphere

of the amt. paid, the
portionment, 1;
average for eich member of the Y. M. is a

per

JSrer ooo.
Hoo Crum Cloths with orders,

edoind

NH, per D I Quint,

‘Dover, N. H,
$2 of the $5.15

yard

remnan
8 1 toOver20 1900
yards each hatiieh
than fries
o
pane

Pang AA Doom Broadway, O,to con. themselves,

Sapmlfien

JON

Solid Floer Oil Cloths for 2 a

Free Baptist For Miss Soo, Nova Scotia, per T B,

M.~<Held its Fittiveution with

So

yard,

Foreign Mission.

Central Ohio Y. M.—No, of churohes,6
at
es to Almighty God, that he sent our
amt. apportioned, $108.25;
amt. paid, dear brother to perform so divine a mission in tendance was small, oy degree of interest
our midst; and pow as he must take his depart$36.50 ; no, of churches that have paid any- ure from us we regard it both a privilege and however was manifested by those present.
EsNext session with the Estherville church,
to follow him as we have heretofore with
Subscriptions must be sent early, to in- thing, 4; no. that have paid their appor- aourdutyprayers.
therville, Emmet Co., Iowa, Dec. 13—15
average
the
paid,
H. D. PARSONS, Clerk.
C. A. RIDER,
sure the reception of the first number of tionmen®, 0; of the amt.
Trustees.
NATHAN MAIN,
The Little Star, The sige of the edition for each member of theY. M. is pearly
- DANIEL ROBERTS,
WARREN AND
CLINTON, O.,
Q. M. «Held >
Fond du Lac, Wis., Sept. 21, 1872.
will be determined by the orders. ‘We can 8 cents and a half.
“last session With Second Creek
rch, Aug.24
churchof
Northern Indiana Y. M.—No.
and 25. The attendance was good and the businot promise to fill any order with the first
order. Five churchness was transacted in
number, unless it reaches us by Dec. 15. es, ‘20; amt. apportioned, $141.25; amt.
Quarterly AMeetings.
by letter and delegation.
o out of seven repo
have
that
churches
of
no.
$84.76;
paid,
be
call
the
let
and
delay,
no
gneral steadfastness Jrevails throughout the
Let there he
Q, M.—Held its last session with
‘We were favored
with the
presence of
paid anything, 2; no. that have paid their the"ASATABULA
general,
F. B. church in Greene, O., Oct. 2527.
and Be.
g 8 Lash and Tufts, of Miami Q.
avthe
paid,
amt.
the
of
;
0
nment,
copThough
the
weather
was
rainy
during
the
entire
apportio
:—Single
The terms are as follows
Peyton, of Sie River Y. M., and of Elder J.
session
the
interest
was
very
good.
Rev.
N.
H.
a
Hisey, of this Q.M., which added greatly to the
Ten copies, or erage for each member ofthe Y.M.is
ies, per year, 30 cts. each.
Farr was present as Cor.
delegate from Crawinterest ofthe meeting.
fraction over six cents.
ford Q. M. Cor, delegates were also chosen by
more, sent to one address, 20 cs. each.
Next session with the Silver Grove church,
the
Erie
Christian
Conference
and
the
Grand
Michigan
Y.
M.—No,
of
charches,
108;
R.
-L.
Agent,
the
28 and 24. Conference, Saturday morning,
Address, at this office,
River Cthgregilions) Conference to this Q. M. Nov. o’clock.
GEO. W. HAMILTON, Clerk.
amt. apportioned, $963,75; amt. mld. For valid
reasons those delegates were not at 9
BURLINGAME,
present,
but
both
of
those
ecclesiastical
bodies
paid
bave
that
$64.46; no. of churches
SHILOHQ. M.—Held its last session with 2nd

Home Mission Contributions.

50 cents Jer

ig N Y.

| 963, Jil" gpppgp’>
103 5 T0 MOOR
1D Lothrop.
& Oa Bosko, Mass, (2 1/1/1110 109
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es, from 95 cents up,

Twosply. RE
0c

CO
\Me.
i

RT
W Nichols

Sjrdlse

the South Brooks church. Business meet
were harmonious, and .the meetings of worsh:
spiritual, Conference ele
Cor
Mess. as follows: To Montville, Eid. Small; Unity, Eid.
Ford, Ellsworth,
Ki
Eld. Deering. Also advised
eich church hold a three days’ meeting, and

we

English T

Three=
very lo Sat
A vari
wh coluts and
durable texture, resembling
ply, for

ndrews, Lind n Falls,

EN

d

SERRE

;

as Guthrl
értow
€d; Oho
LeoHKFelton, ‘NoYo Scltuale, 36Siaiton. 103s oils

:

of

Exeter
Eo

Rt

$100,

000 IN yALLE Dns 4 a a
ed. assontment of RICH A
ARPETS,
pet of RICH AND ELEGANT E saexifice to
is imperar
close put the same, as out entire room
tively needed for our w
BRUSSELS, FAPLST RIES: 33-PLYS,
. INGRAINS, OIL CLOTHS and all Goads,

age, N

Br

“on A Mourto No Clerk, pro tena.

he shall recuperate
and enter

be

ond at

incessant

as such

os Hi Riba.

all the. services of the Q

Mat

a
A

are very largely indebted to him for ‘the success
of our enterprise.
2. That from what we have learned of Him
while
us we have the utmost confidence in
him as a man of Integrity and Christian, worth,
and from his habitual devotion to his work, we
have reason to expect from him in time to come
the same impartial
and earnest endeavors an

filths of a cent, -

down as a generous piece of policy, and
Wshow their appreciation of it by promptly
ng supply of both the old
a liberal
orderi
paper and the new one.

pastor,

worker for the cause of Christ,

portionment. 0; of the amt. paid, the average for each member of the Y. M, is three

improperto ®ay, that they can not help
believing that our schools will set this

.

ectionate

ber of the Y. M. is about one cent and ome
fifth.
Marion, O., Y. M.—No. of churches, 11;
amt. apportioned, $123.50; amt. paid,
$3.00; no. of churches that have paid
anything, 1; no. that have paid their ap-

in the

Sunday

for every

; [Cn

OUR ENTIRE CUT!

bo | Af Eider Ngrloufitral Celt,
Cs
C entér Co,’ pot!

“ym

ESrmon
ing; Sud.

iol sin
The Myrtle, atts present price; i the one fifth.
passed the following preamble and resolution in
Y. M.No. of: churches, -view of the resignation of their pastor, Rev. RB.
Northern
Ohio
in
d
publishe
paper
thly
cheapest semi-mbn
the country. Other papers of similar size] 11; ‘ant, apportioned, $104.75; amt. ‘paid, Clark?’
per
Whereas, our beloved pastor, JI Rev. R. Chris
00; no, of churches that have paid anyand quality cost from twenty to
providence of God has seen it; his
their appor- inseekthe relief
2; no, that have
thing,
several
of
rs
publishe
the,
cent. more; and
from the cares and eabousibilt es o
average
, of the amt. paid, the
-an ‘increase in the tionment1;
bis labors in’this church, and we:
red that
‘of them are proposing
a good work, among | us,
And now we proposeto ‘give fwen- for each memberof the Y. M is five cents Wades God he: has done
price.
hy
solved, 1. That we take pleasure fn express
ty-siz instead of twenty-four papers during and a quarter.
ing our wafm regard and tender
y for
Ohio
Y.
M.=-No.
of
churches,9;
amt.
a
the
to
the
g
increasin
without
year,
the
| him in his worn and exhausted condition, believportioned,
$204.75;
amt,
paid,
$10.
Liting him to have been faithful to’ his trust and a
subscribers. Both the Myrtle and
man, well calculated for mission work in the
dle Star will be published, after Jan. 1, no, of churches that have paid anything, 1; sel
He has proved himself
to be a wise Bani
1873, once in two weeks, instead of twice no, that have paid their apportionment,0; of gelor, an able financier, a good organizer,a
the
amt.
paid,
the
average
for
each
memematic
sermonizer,
a
sunday-school
man, an
paper
in each calendar month, so that's

will be furnished

»

fhLat, Soa
Soc it ving:

pastorate of the 1st F. B. ehureh in CHsupop and
entered upon his labors.
i

each member of the X, M, is five cents and

plied.=

ne“GeoOcaA H Nt
Ti
row el Drea, Wie. |
FT REBAR Jo

was chosen Cor, Del, to the Wistesty
sto
and 8. 8. Cady to the Chenango Q. M.,

request has those bodies return the favor and
bri
80
each other. By vote of Com. each church
is requested to send two cents
member’ to
each session to meet, needed expenditures.
Voted that the questions to the churches given
the Treatisebe asked ot all the churches at
Bro. Morrell spent last Sabbath here and spoke inevery
session of the Q. M, Adopted the followfor the Loi. and Storer College.' Néithér ‘the ingas a permanent programme
for all our serLoxd nor Storer. College received much, ;pe- mons :— RET EVENING, 1st, Confetencs called ;
Sermon:
D- BAY, A.M. 18t, Half
cuulary aid, however, because. of the. foregoing 2nd,
hour of prayer at she opening of the Sodierence; 3
Com,
2nd,
Social
mest:
i nfpronce) 3 Sor.
facts
Jas

nent, 0; of the amt. paid, the average
of them are disposedfo make. this proyis- | tor
meniber oftheY. M. is two “cents
each
for
of
More
library.
jon take the place of the
87; amt. appo

AT A SACBLRICE. i

fd RL had

thus be secured, and
portonment, 24 of the ‘amt, paid, the avto the wants of different’ classes of minds.
for’ each member of the Y, M. is
We intend to wake it at once entertaining, |
cents and a half."
five
ot
|
:
the past summer, and about 4s many more have
readers,
its
all
‘to
instructive ‘and’ useful
churches,
of
No.
M.—
X.
Y.
N.
‘Central
beén
converted. Within two weeks eight. have
ahd
School,
Sunda
the
to
e
visitor
welcom
Al; amt, apportioned, $528.76; amt. paid, Sone or on the Lord’s side, and a deep religs
family.
a cherished treasure in the
st peryades the meetings of worship.
© More or les# of our schools greatly wish $44.00; no. of churches that have paid anypear at hand.
. glorlops rerelfeshing is
appor;
their
‘paid’
have
that
no.
3;
thing,
i ig fatth is 16 $he promise, 1 am with you.”
a paper to ‘distribute every Sunday, Some
and one tenth...

Carpets at Retail

M.
Was cysion
el
in
Kop
r=
Wee
§ Bde
than two thovsmud by Jan., 1873, Those who
v8,
e
know this ¢hurch will readily see that to accom- Ff wihee sey on
R E Anderson
Spenerick,
J
.
B.
Page
and
I.
R.
:
Sn
J
Banks—b
Crowle
Chama
Bua
=
i
plish so muchin the space of six months is a
=0
Hackett—
Tr
sacrifice ‘of no mean ‘degree. Young people xl
sion J ig held at Lenox, Q., comlearn the art of self-denial, while older people mencing Jan, 24
:
"'B. F. HERRICK, Clerk, .
cheer them on by their example.
In fact, this
Boor i Falmer od We
Rn
people know how te sacrifice for Jesus, . In
018EGOQ, M.—Held its last session with the [| Winslow—1 H Williams W Woodsum—~0O
view of this consecration, God is rewarding
av Burlington Flatts, Sept. 18—20. The
thera with a continual ingatheriug of precious church
churches were Joneealy Joptestitad and cours
Books Forwarded,
souls, Their pastor has baptized twenty persons age was taken by the brethren
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Any agent wit
energy and perseverance can make $300 be-
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this time and Christmas, Send for our
circular,
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FREEMAN'S

Cure for Coughs & Colds.
If you are stuffed up,
It your throat is sore,

Try it.
Try it.

If you are hoarse,
| If you dough nights,
It is simple and safe.

Itis good.
It is good.

Try it, 1t is good
Try it. It is good
Try it. It is good.

Apothecaries sell it,
Try it. It is good.
Price only 25 cents.
Try it. It is good.
Fall directions on each bottle for grown people an.......children.
4645

HYMN AND TUNE BOOK
THE MILLION.

FOR

CHAPEL EDITION OF

THE

SBAPRISTY

Notice.
At the last session of the Boston Q. M.,a Tesoluuon

was Aszed recommending each church in this Q. M.
to hold
a three days’ meeting within the present qiiarter. A committee was chosen to make assignments
of brethren to labor with the various churches in
such meetings; who, having attended to their duty,
make the following Jecommendations
Amesbury, J. L,
Roberts;
Haverhill,
A.
L.
Houghton;
Tawney
Ai
Ps
Tracy:
Lowell, C B. Griffin; Charlestown, J. C.- Osgood;
Boston,
N. Bennett Street, J. F.
Locke;
outh
Boston,W. F. Eaton; Natick, J. E. Dame;
Lynn, C.

E. Blake and J. E, Dame ; Pelham,A. Randleft,
would respectfully

portance of making.

use upon

the

By Rev. Drs. FULLER (of Baltimore), Levy (of Phil
~

This

We

And shoul

al laborers,

to

that matter

also.

W. F, EATON,
J. L. ROBERTS,
J. J. 08600D, ’

$
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won

a deservedly

of pain and a prea household reme-

made from the best and purest materials, safe to keep

Com.

and to use in every family. It is recommended by
physicians and persons of all classes, and to-day,
after uo) pr trial i shies Jour: the viride fe of
man—it stands unrivalled and
unex:
n
its usefulness over the wide World: Its 1Yong and +d
creasing sale affords positive evidence ot
enduring fame. We do not deem | it Reccosar?, to say much
in its favor as one’ small bottle will do more to con-

SAUK Co. Q. M. viljialq its next session with the
Ironton church, Dee.
‘B.F. MOKENNEY, Clerk,
THE NEW F, B, church at Davison, Genesee Cos,
Mich., will be dedicated to God’s service Mov 20,
services commencing at 10:30, o’clock, A. M. A fen:
eral invitation to all our brethren is extended.
A. CURRIER.

vince you of its Siicacy than

all

SOMETHING NEW

© PAYSON'S INDELIBLE, INK-

“PE CHAPEL of the Maine Central Tnst'tute will be
definted on Thursday, Nov.2l, at 2 o'clock, P.M.
lends are invited,
A. L; GERRISH.

Inn
i
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adelphia), PHELPS (of New Haven), FisH (of New
ark), ARMITAGE (of New York), EVARTS (of Chicago)
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THE CHAPEL EDITION CONTAIS 8
553 FAVORITE HYMNS,

the advertisements

in the-world. Give it one fair trial and you would,
not be without it for ten times its cost.
Directions accompany each bottle.
Sold by all
ats.
i
A

CHAIN LAKE Q. M. holds its next session with the
Fairmont church, commencin Noy. 29, at 2 o’clock,
P.M.
u. 8. LuiGga, Clerk.

Rev. W. L. Noyes. 478 West Jackson St. sCleuy?
ax vt Clough, Grantham, N.H.
0. H. True, Fond du Lac. Wis,
" W. H. Trowbridge, Greenville, Mich.”
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dy, from the fact that it gives immediate and permanent relief, It is a purely vegetable preparation,

hey Hele a change, or addition-

to attend

medicine

high reputation as an alleviator
server of health, It has become

churches the im-
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all the fair, sound apples at the top of the
barrel, where they would certainly be seen,
and io fill in with small and poor fruit, If

Reverent

he could bring himself to paint his house,
he would suppose that to put the best foot

Stillness.

——

forward meant

« Be still, and know that

am God.»

Ps. 46:10,

EVEN.
Yea, Lord.

In all the stillness of despair

twisted columns,’ its sides are cheap

ers.

As Thy dawn-angel lights upon the land,
moaning

And, as it thri
his swift finger’s touch,
And breaks i
pling song along the shore,—
. Father of light! I ask,~is it too much P=

A little, on my way, from out Thy store.
:
EVEN.
.
Behold how very still I'keep;

lery, and am gonfounded

How quietly Thy peace doth make me lie;
Watching,

with

eyes

upturned,

the

in all Thy sky.

Knowing, at last, the wisdom kind and just

That

lights and

smooths

my

pathway

ardor

of

patriotism which I perceive beneath me.
I'had begun, perhaps, to’ suspect that selfishness was stealing into public life, I had
begun to fear that noble thoughts and
great purposes were dwindling and vanish:
ing. But Iam entirely reassured. Here
is.a body of men who, at great personal:

changes’

sweet

Of passion and of peace

by“ the

up the

hill ;—
Knowing, at last, the living peace and trust
Of hands that hold each other, and are still,
Ipa TILLEY PETERS.
St. John, N. B.

sacrifice, have come together

to

save their

country and to restore purity and simplicity
and economy and all the cardinal virtues
to public affairs. Lis refreshing ; ha
I am ———
del-

The Lhangelinge.

uged with fine sentiments.

One day. in summer's
Ee
Not many years ago,

©

It is very provoking to-discover presently that what'I Have beefr ‘contemplating is
only the best foot—a foot decorated, in-

|

A little baby-lay upon my Knee,

With rings of silken hair,
And fingers waxen fair +

deed, Tor that very debasioft, add phe

as the embroidered slipper of the Pope
seems
to the piods- faithful’ to merit the

We watohed it thrive and |Frow—
Ah me! weloved it so

And marked itsdaily gaiwof sweeter charms;
?

It learned 10 180

t and crow,

And play, and Kiss 4s—=¢0,
Until one day we missed it from our arms.
In sudden, strange surprise
‘We met each other’s eyes,
Asking, * Who stole our
pretty babe away
We questioned earth and air,
But, seeking everywhere,

‘We never found it from that summer day.
But in its wonted place;

There was another face—
A little girl’s, with yellow
“About her shoulders
And the sweet babe
Seemed sometimes looking

curly hair
tossed—
we lost
from her eyes

so fair.

She dances, romps, and sings,
And does a hundred things
Which my lost baby never tried to do;
She longs to read in books,
And with bright, eager looks,
Is always asking questions strange and new.
And I can scarcely tell,
1 love the rogue so well,

‘WitSther T would retrace the four-years’ track,
And lose the merry sprite,

"Who makes my home so bright,
To haveagain my little baby back.
Ah, blue-eyes! do you see J

A gray old man with wings,
‘Who steals all precious things;
He lives forever, and his name is Time.
He rules the world, they say;
He took my babe away—
My precious babe—and left me in its —_
This little maiden fair,
With yellow, curly hair,

‘Who lives on stories, and whose name is Grace!
—Elizabeth Akers Allen.

The Fanily Circle.
Grandmother’s Way.

When we boys were going to a neighbor’s to take tea, my. grandmother, after
surveying us all to see if every thing was
in order, opened the door and gaye us her
last injunction, ‘‘ Now,

foot forward.”

The

boys, put your-best

old lady always did

it. Indeed, she had no other foot than "the
best, and a thouSand times when 1 have
been wrestling

Satan,

way, 1 have

cellence seemed
to be t
why

she.

my, small

hx; to" seeifn

ealy

éx-

and wondered

every body, was not

born. as. geod

as

If I said so, my. grandmother ‘smiled

and told me that, —

I grew

older

read * Peter Wilkihs,” ¥ should

humblest reverence. Isay with enthusiasm to my neighbor in the gallery, who is
observing the scene with a smile that seems
to me almost cynical, * Surely, Sir, this is
an inspiring spectacle! There is that honorable gentleman who has just taken his seat,
and who has uttered words that would have
cheered the sturdy soul of old Sam Adams
himself, who demands integrity. and high
principle and conscience and morality in
politics with a fluent and flowery eloquenge
which enchants me.
What is his name?
Who is this combined Cato and Mareus
Aurelius—this avenging angel of purification, if I may so express myself?”
~¢¢ That ?” responds my semi-eynical neighbor. ¢ That is‘Leeeh.. Don't you know
Leech ?”
I know him too well. He is a political
I shyster.” He is a man of such craft that
nobody believes him to be honest; who,
without the grasp or the accomplishment
or the inspiration of a statesman, makes
politics a trade; lives by the dicker of
place; is a back-stairs intriguer, and a pan-

derer to the prejudices of ignorance and
jealousy. And it is he whose eloquence 1
have found so enchanting! It is he who has

‘Who stole my babe {rom me,
And brought the little girl from fairy clime?

My

and

find that

the flying islanders had a coyering which
16 fas like the skin.

@ Blin,” she. said;, ‘it
‘on I
di not -under-

Bk

J

ee

whi Was taught
i

not cloths upon sll ‘the tables, but’ every
floor and table was swept. and washed so

thas each had a burnished look; ‘and often
in Paris afterward, when I saw the wen
polishing the floors with a mixture of wax

and oily I thought their suceess not greater
in degree than that of my ‘grandmother.
There were no luxurie$ upon her table, but
everything was so cooked that it was appeizing snd-—-satisfactory. “Sire had nofime

“Jt

enough not to mean to do foolish or careléss or mischievous things ;'we must

not

to do them.”

mean

My. grandmother

had

learned the difference between not to mean
* and to mean not.

Richard wisdom, in which a kind of selfish
thrift is always a little eonspicuous.
*‘ A
penny saved is apenny earned,” says Far-

0
is not resp

Three Classes of Girls.
1

These

!

three

ee

human

beings

have

been

brought into the world under very different circumstances- over which they had no
control; and are now growing up, in
accordance
with
these
circumstances.
Miss Display accepts the sitnation—submits, we know not how impatiently, to the
squeezing, cramping, pinching fashions,

which dwarfher

breathing is feeble. = Her stomach is weak,

and her digestion totally
hearty dinner.

She

eats

inadequate

to'a

condiments

and

confectionery. Her bones are: something
like pipe-sterys, with very little musele on

In later life, as

helpless.

As

meck-

mentioned,

who

was

As 1 réeall that gentle, incessant

care of affection, it seems to me as if I bad

seen the good genius of life, of which we
read in, poetry, visibly ministering, Always thoughtful, always cheerful, ulways

can

I

y for

Lita

When neighbors came

vigit Yok hy

grandmother was iy aysstuiyl ue

due

Leaves

. Once on atime

a little leaf ard

sigh and cry as

leaves

a gentlé ‘wind is
said :

about.

often do
And

pe
selections are made with firnes.
ment and good taste, Taken with

to

when

the
Ld

1ST
SEE

Fiterarg Review.

and the Wind.

THE JENEID' OF VIRGIL. Translated into Pu
glish Blank Verse, by Uhtistopher Pearce
Cranch, , Boston: James R, Qspaed, £5:
1872. Royal oetavo,
B48,
y
y

twigs

“What is the matter, little Teaf ?"
“The wind,” said the leaf, “‘just’told me
that one day it would pull me off, and

Lane & Ca0.

1

It is not easy to pnd one's real feeling
ovet-such a set of translations as that to which
this volume belongs, without seeming to make

throw me to the ground to die.”
The twig told it to the brunch, and ‘the
branch told it to the tree.

an extravagant use of superlatives.

Homer,

grew all summer

long till October.

Cranch’s translation of the Aneid deserves the

And

stimulating

with

beef

tea,

And the tree said:

“All these leaves

are getting ready to

fly away, and they have put on Shese colors

the

mand

+O branch, why are you so lead colored,

original

Latinas literally

and coms

the

tree,

on

“for

our
our

work
work

Clothes,”
is

not yet

pe

——

\

come
listenyoung
Oh,
Bible

at least a dozen

Harry

would go

times every day imto his

little room, and whea he tliought no ome
saw or heard him bit his Heavenly Father

would kneel down by his bedside, and say:
“0 Lord, please make my dear baby
brother better.
Amen, for Christ's sake.”

After a while the baby recovered.
Some

time “after, the mother

would

say,

was

answered, ‘‘ You

taken

can say it

aloud, Harry dear.”

So the little fellow knelt down, clasped
his

hands,

and

said,- “ O Lord,

ma, God

my

dear

will makeyou better, because 1

have asked him for Christ's sake,”
The mother threw her arms around her
boy, and lifted a prayer to heaven that he
might ever retain this sweet, child-like confidence in his Heavenly Father. Her own
faith also was strengthened by this little
ineident.

“ What things soever ye desire when ye
pray, believe that ye receive
shall have them.”

them, and ye

The ‘Spider's Bridge.
ce

that religion

which

visits

less 3 which clothes, feeds, educates;seivilizes and saves.
Reader, to which of the above

elasses

do

your children ‘belong? how are they living ? Are thoy frittering away valuable
time and wasting human life’ ? Or, are they

growing in grace; and in knowledge

of

lie a liberty-pola ora vessels mast, and
then poured in water enough to turn the
mast into an island for my spider, ‘which 1

named Crusoe, and put on the masst.
soon as he was aly

cast

away,

he

As
anx-

the road:

to the mainland.
shake it,

to find

= He'd scamper

run

round

the

then

run

and,

back up to the top again. Pretty soon it
became a serious’ matter with Mr. Robinson, and he sat down to. think it ‘over. As
in a moment he ncted as if he wanted to
shout for a boat,

afraid

he

was

going®to be hungry, I put \molasses on
the stick. A fly came, but Clusoe wasn't
hungry for flies just then. He was homesick for his web inthe corner of the

wood-

shed. He went slowly down - the pole to
the water and touched it all round, shaking
his feet like. pubsy when she wets her stockings in the grass, and suddenly a thought
appeared to strike him. Up he went like
a rocket to the top and commenced playing
circut, He held one foot in the air, then
another, and

times.

turned

round

two!

or three:

He got excited and nearly stood on

his head, before I found out what

he

knew,

God's. laws ? Thiiik "again of those. three and that was this, that the draught of air
girls. When you come to understand your made by. the fire wonldiarry a line ashore
duty,in the name of God and bumanity on which he’ | sould escape from his “desert
island. He, pushed’ outa web. that went
so it. wr Sefence of isa
sharin

Jausenie
Rl

sey,

it must

still

of the liad: and the Qdys-

be

said

that

he has done his

work admnitably well,—so well that this transla_
tion must at once take rank above every other thut
bas

appeared; and

it is not

likely to

huve any

suceessful rival at present or in the near future,
Fax heyond anything else it will enable the mepe
English reader to put himself into vital sym;
with the greats Latin epic, while enjoying the
pleasure afforded by what is eminently artistic
in an English poem.

mortal lives,

effort:to be calm full of mervous tremors.

, 88 set forthin
that. he found the church e
the Old Testament, und accepted it just as it was;
for it, In whole

government

that he prescribedno

ministry and de-

6 hew

or in part, stituted”

posed no 61d one; that “all the gospel knowntb
Seripture was preached in thednys of Abel and
the prophets,” that ** Christianity is as, clearly

written by Isaiah, Ezekiel and. Daniel, as by
Matthew, John and Paul; that in Christ's
preaching thére fs * no doc ‘tring advanced, or

precept enjoined, beyond what is written in the
Old Testament ;” that ‘the statement,~that ths
Jews were splityin the time of Christ, into three
sects, Pharisees, Sadducees and Essenes,~is directly against all the reliable

history there

the subject,” &c. , &e, &e.

Because

is on

the church

has held and still holds the contrary view, she is
weak; quarrelsome, ineffielent; hitving i
faith, and lies seemingly at death's door. Should
she become converted to Mr. Abbey’s view,~and
he appears to think he has made it about as plain
a8 an. axiom in 'mathematics,—she could hardly
.do less than at once arise, and shine, and con‘quer, and hail the incoming ‘mifenntom. This
is the docrine of the book, and its logic, rhetori¢ dnd tone ‘ard quite’ {ny keepihg with the main

thesis. ~~We hardly thinkihe author will see the
explosion he anticipates.
‘We incline to the
opinion that the church aud ‘the world will hear
his

proclamation

very

quietly.

They

will

be

and

more likely to blush than turn pale; to smile instead of responding with shout or scream. If he
really dreads the commotion he predicts, we congratulate him on what we count his certain es-

Breukfast-Table to the pablic.

We

cape; if he waits for it longingly, we express the

TROUT.

How

grow them.
By Livingston Stone, A. M.,Deputy U. 8. Fish Commissioner,
&c. Same Publishers, ete. 1872. 12mo, pp. 847,
Few words are ‘necessary. in introducing the

Poet ut the

The

duscovery is that Christ. formed ne church at al);

to breed

DOMESTICATED

have al!
sor,and
granted
corded

risk such: as enter into very fow

His refutor} Note is full in every

line of this conscious daring, this sense of responsibility, and this expectant eagerness which
looks out to see the result, and makes the intense

THE POET AT THE
BREAKFAST-TABLE.
His
‘I"a1ks with his fellow-boarders and the reader.
Boston: James R. Osgood & Co. 1872. 1dwme.
pp. 418, Sold by E. J. Lane & Co,
/

years, Ke has displayed a courage and

hope that he may have grace to pocket his disap-

met him before as Autoerat and Profesthe several interviews which he has now
in the volume have been heretofore acin the Atlantic Monthly.
He is fully

himself here

and

now, and

thé satisfaction

pointment

in

of these papers,

and,~if

he

deems

it worth

instructive: incident, and stimulus for faith and
Christian affection. Here and there one finds

following him through these papersas Poet, is
hardly less than that which was found when we
begun to listen to him as Autoerat.
Nothing
could more effectually testify to Dr. Holmes's
“truitfijvess, variety, attractiveness und power,
than the fact that he has been uble to supply
three series of papers, bearing the samc general
character, without wandering into repetition, gar
rulity, egotism or prolix dullness.
He hus neve
er given us anything in this line that is really

finer than some

calmly,

the while, ~to try agali.
The volumeoh Prayeg
is one having both interest and value. It is fulNof
devoutness, fervor,
what seems to be » lack of discrimination, an occasional instance of overstatement,

conclusions

unwarranted by the premives, exceptions exalted to the position of rules, and interpretations
given to Scripture and to facts with too decided
a positiveness that the real meaning has been
found.
But,as a whole, the volume will do a

eitherin the

high

and weeded

the

privilege, the

work, setting forth
spirit,

and

the

the duty,

conditions

of

true prayer, as well as its vitul relations to the’

of character-reading and drawing, colloqui-

growth and power of religion inthe soul and the
world.

al philosophy, wit, verbal felicity, genuine sentiment, choice description, ginal sympathy or
touching pathos. Now and then he seems to
nod, and to be running to the verge of prosiness;
but just as the reader begins to put himself into
a eritical mood, there is such a sudden and striking break, such an exhilarating episode, such a

A

SOMMER'S ROMANCE.

thor

of

* Lakeville,”

By
ete.

Mary
Boston:

Healy, auRotarts

Brothers. 1873. 16mo, pp. 314, Suid by E. J.
Lane & Co.
TAR DOLL WORLD SERIES.
Mrs. Robert
O'Reilley, Three 16mo. vols. hg oll World;©.

is not a little genial and valuable philosophy,
besides choice bits of science, raré glimpses of
common and
exceptional soul-life, admirable
Bpecimens of ideal conversation richly worth an
effort te actualize, and golden threads of incident
not difficult to weave into a story belonging to
the deepest, domain of the heart. Itis a book

its

btm)

pendent, wide-awake, left alone

by the

TS

death of

culiar exterior and a self-reliant spirit, a real
woman's heart. She pictures herself, her scquaintances and her surroundings with the firm
and yet delicate touch of an artist, and makes the
story a most enjoyable thing,

The three juvenile volumes constituting the
Doll World Series will at on¢e commend them-

attempts to teach

The volume devaled to the breeding’ and raisingof trout is one that covers the whole field,
and merits nothing but commendation. The au-

Draw

her employer and companion on the island of
"Capri, # bit of an heiress, but having, under a pe-

which will yield not a little gratification, even to
those who now and then find’ themselves protesting against
theology.

ompanions;

{selves to the aceeptunce and hearty
the live boys and girls into whose

approval of
hunds they

come. They are entertaining, true to life, stimulatibg to the Lest and most wholesome powers,
and will do good in more
we Ways than one,

lien to tell

‘nearly everything of importance that science, ob-

8

One chilly day 1 was left at home alone,
and after I. was tired reading Robinson
Crusoe, 1.caught a spider and brought him
into the house to play with. Funny. kind
of playmate, wasn i?
‘Well, I took a
wash-basin and fastened up a stick in it

foot, get it wet,

in;

ant in bis rendering

thor has taken pains te learn and

———

stick and try-the other side,

nd provides for the widow and the father-

made a

printer, after keeping it hid in his private drawer

Pied 8

ply them to the feeding, dressing, and train-

ion to come

would suggest. He supposes he has

great discovery; exposed a great, fundamental,
prevalent, mischievous error which nearly all the
theologi ans, preachers and eburches have futer —
into; found out why religion doesn’t flourish bets
tery—indeed he/wonders how it can thrive at all
under such a J;
of mistéaching ; thrown a huge

mamma is very poorly. I am very sorry! burst of literary pyrotechuies, that it scems as if
“the dull background had been especially arrangSamé Publishers, &e.
:
she is so poorly. Please, O Lord, make ed with reference to the brilliant display whieh
A Summer's Romance is an exceptionally
her well again, for Christ's sake. Amen.” it serves to set off. It is a fine set of portraits pleasant volume, autobiographical
in. form,
He then got up, and said: ‘There, mamwhich he has given us in this new volume, there whose subject is a young lady, intelligent, inde-

ing

that they’ may

success is not in all respeets equal to that of Bry-

Harry had a dear little bahy brother, who
at one time was very ill.

down the mast to the water, stick out a

to foolish fashion and show,

versitication may now and

gave proofs of love for the dear Saviour,

Moral.—Let the parents of Miss Display
study the Jaws of life and health, and apmore néférefice toHealth and long life than

A etié Who coxfiies his

attention to the mere

such times that this-very héSitation, or jolt, or
jar, 'helps rather than “hinders oné in luying hol
of the very spieit of the original. If Mr. Cranch®s

4

iously comndeneed / running round

Let them ° have

metrical movenient,

then scowl at the irregular step” and complain of
the ‘tack of fluidity; but jt is often the fyct at

‘The Praying Boy.

and later, in Potter's field.

children.

forbids

and the maintenance of a pevfeétly ‘smooth snd

“We must keep
said

for literal exactness, —sometimes

the preserviifion of ‘a thoroughly “English idiom

and we golden 2"

ill. One alternoon little Harry went up to
her, kissed her, and said:
*‘ Dear ma, I think I had better pray to
Miss Simplicity lives chiefly in the coun- God to mend you. You know he heard me
try; is neatly though plainly dressed; is about baby, and 1 think he will hear about
carefully trained, educated, and disciplined. you. Shall I pray to God for you,mamma ?”
* Yes, my dear, if you please.”
She is obedient, respectful, and behaves
¢ Shall I say it loud, ma, or to myself
as a young miss should ; though she loves
His mamma, wishing to hear what he
to romp and play with the boys. She

of {heir

KNEES; or, The Ministry of

taken a moral

render

the tree

floating in the air, until it caught on the

servation and experiment have taught on this
subject, and he is alike enthusiastic and plain in
this accounts, and equally entertaining and mipute in his descriptions and directions. It is an
exhaustive discussion.and a thoroughly complete
hand-book. Whoever wishes to know all about
the business of troul-raising, whether to gratify
his curiosity or to prepare Himsell for entrance
upon the business, will
this book.

mot need

to go

beyond
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BACON’S Essays. With Annotations hb Richard ‘Whately, D. D., Notes and Bods
a
assigal
Index by Franklin

Fiske Heard.

Boston: Lee

"& Shepard. 1873. Crown octavo. pp: 641. Sold
by E. J. Lane& Co.
One might about as well praise Shakspeare as
Bacon, and commend

Essays.

Hamlet as fittingly

as the

He has yet to know what a royal mind

the great thinker possessed,and how strong a
stimulus his seed-thoughts yield to a reflective
reader, who. has until now allowed Bacon's Ks-

says to remain unread. We called special atten tion to the costlier edition issued by this House
some time since; we take still greater pleasure
in commending this Student's Edition, given as

in a more convenient form and ut a lower price.
‘It by far the most desirable shape that these Kssays have assumed, and the work ought to find
hosts of putehunsrs and readers.
Ce

A MANUAL OF ENGLISH LITERATURE: A TextBook for Schools and Colleges. By John 8.
Hart, LL, D,, Professor of Rhetoric and of the
English language aud Literature in the College

BF New

Jerse

Brother. 12mo, Ye 641.

Phila.:a

E dredge

&

Prof. Hart is thoroughly at home in the depart-

ment of study to which this volume
a convenience

to any

2 Prof,

Jumes De Mille,

Ww. 0 .e » Se. Hiustrated.
+ 1878. 16mo, pp, 381.

Ae
Loe &
1d by E. J. Lane & Co.
is no néed of saying anything beyond

Es
simple ‘announcement that Prof. De
Mille has given us here the se¢ond installment of
the Young Dodge Club series; thatit is very much

like its predecessor; that both books are sueh,~
in their peculiar effervescence and. quaint jollity,
—as nobody but DeMille could write, and that
he keems to have the material and, the spirit that
are eapable of produéing ahmost any number of
them.
:
The same Publishers send us two most taking
gift-books for children, abounding in stories, po-

ews and pictures, many of the latter. being eolored iv such ways as
always make the eyes of the
little ones sparkle with joy'and dilate with won-

der. One of them goes down,in its aim and adaptations, nearly to the cradle; the other fippeals
especially to those who have mastered the first
reader, but. still want fine stories aud have an
eye for object-teaching,
The first is called THE
INFANT'S DELIGHT; the second has an equally

fitting name in THE CHILDREN'S TREASURE.
They are square 12mo, in size, and contain about
140 pages each,

We have

yl,

only space left for the briefest word

| respecting a

few leading periodicals. —Try

NEW ENGLANDER for Oct. is a somewhat unique
number, the subjects of its seven papers lying
outside, the, usual domain: But every article is

readable, and this Quarterly is ome of the strong-

est, most vital, and best. New Haven: W. L
Kingsley. ~~Ta® PRESBYTERIAN pp Illy

AND

PRINCETON REVIEW deals freely;as 1s its

wont, with theological topics; and

relates, and

he has made a peculiurly valuable book of refers
ence, such us will be an addition to any library

and

Tie SEVEN HiLLs,
Rinks ofof Sie »B.

student or writer.

fit treats them

bly. -Bolidity inheres in the very characterof
is periodical, New York: J. M.8herw
ood. ——
pn AND NEW for Nov,, is a number of special
strength, éven for it. ‘Martineaw’s God in Ha-

Usedas the author suggests, and by wekillful, manity
1s u. gratid and’ powerful argnment for a Hserimins
and inte lgont teacher, it, will als personal God, drawn from thie moral mature in
#0 very admirably
serve the purposesof a.
text man; Ephesus is very: pleasant; How to Sleep {5
book focus high sehouls snd
ens i
‘sure of u reading, and may be of sexvice to nights
ary
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There are SE of dry-eyed Chris- was tight, struck tt séveri]
to "poe if naturally and conveniently amid,
list isin and excellent. Boston: Roberts Brothers.
tians in the world,
and abundance of |dry- | it was strong, enough fo’ hold him, hi full enough’ thé biographical
sketches aré models the!
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Mr, Abbey’s yolume is peculiar, as its title

consistent with a strict metrical farm; and, secondly, to make it, as ably as I could, a poem, re»
taining somewhat the spirit of the original.” It
is needful that the reader keep in mind this
double object, in order that he may do proper

what it meant,

asked

who said, “Suffer Tle Children to
unto me.” He would sit for bours
ing to stories from the Bible, and his
heart was deeply impressed by them.
that all my young friends loved the
like little Harry.
:

whet” old enough, her pursuit. may be
guessed—we need not state it. Later we
find her on Blackwell's Island or in prison;

Lane &

THE GIFT OF

for many

Then%it

and possibly reaches womanhood.
She
would have received a more thoroughly
fashionable education had she been more
rugged; but poor thing! she was subject
to frequent spells of illness and obliged to
She is now a young lady, with a smattering of the usual accomplishments, She
plays, sings, dances, sings, and plays—
and when not dressing for parties, reading
novels. :: .... She wishes to marry, A
young gentleman of similar temperament
and mental caliber proposes. She aebepts.
They marry. And now a regular hospital
is established. Toothache and
dentists;
headaches and doctors ; pills, powders, and
plasters; nurses and chiamibermaids-~then,
erape on the door.
0)
Here ends the first chapter.

,

cisely into pure idiomatic English as could be

colors.

There was a dear little fellow’ of five
years of age, named Harry. He early

remain much of the time away from school.

York: Hurd
pp. 81. Sold by E. J,

R. Abbey, New

wh, idm 0:
Co,

I

with

chicken:

The child struggles on

s
criticiam
andadd aa itci

place and the companionship which are assigned
it. He states his two-fold aim very frankly in- bomb-shell into fhe very heartof the Christian
thé preface, when he says: “ I have endedvored community whose explosiont will startle the cens
to fulfil two necessary requirements ==first, to tury; and that, in'sending his manuscript to thd

broth, and’ the whole paraphernalia of
medical treatment. If the child recovers,
the doctor—not nature—gets credit for a

*‘wonderful cure.”

KERS.
ANDTHE CHURCH-MAisttiani
or Gr ak
ty,
ural Chris
of nie St n Scribes
and Doctolt

Tu I

when the bright days of autumn came, the
leaf saw all’ the other leaves ‘around become very beautiful. : Some ‘were yellow,
some were scarlet, and some were striped

slightest exposure, and the doctor is sent
for. Then commences a course of physicing,

good judg
its compan

ion: volume, English Literature, it constitutes
fine introduction to that wide dnd fruitful field
of study’ with'with every American scholar ought
to be measurably:
sand; it. holds the chief
Substanes of many. ampple ¥ volumes, .
;

Vir-

gil, Dante, Goethe,~these dre great’ names in
literature, and the translations, undertaken
And when the tree heard it, it rustled all by the most competent scholars and carried
. | through with vividness, skill and painstaking,
over, and sent word back to the leaf.
give us the works that exhibit these great mas“Do not. be afraid, hold on tightly, and ters of song in their most royal aspect. And the

done, but you elothes are for a holiday,
them ; and she loses her teeth, early, and
because your task is over.’
will fav e to have a new set. She is smart,
Just then a little puff of wind came; and
quick to learn, and jump; but in that
the leaf let 20 without thinking of it, and
spasmodic, jerky way, which shows a lack
the wind took it up and turned it. over, and
of endurance. = Instead of being put to bed, let it fall gently down under thé edge of
she is kept up at night and deprived .of
of a fence among hundreds of leaves, and it
necessary sleep; hence she early becomes
never waked up to tell wh at it dreamed
neryous, irritable. She *“‘takes cold” on the about.”
li # fr?

I have

I have remarked in. many fine ladies.

"The

6.
ORE

1

vitals and give her that because of their joy.”
wasp-like figure,
besides molding * her
Then the little leaf began to, want. {0 go fustice to Mr, ‘Cranch' ‘and his work. For, as
mind, morals, and her entire nature into
and
gFew very beautifal in thinking of it. might be Supposed, there are eases where one of
the artificial thing she is, Precocily is
these ends must be measurably sacrificed; ar at
seeh in her sharp, withered, pinched up And when it was very gay in colors it saw least subordinated, to the other, A literal renthat
the
branches
of
the
‘tree
had
no!
olor
features. Her lungs ave small, and her
Mring,—and Mr. Cranch never forgets the dein them, and so the leaf said:

laces.

ambled, dowdy aspect, Which

540
uneSTA

=

you shall not go till you want to,
:
‘Publishers have put the results of their work
And so the leaf stopped sighing, and into a form that makesthe set of ‘volumes beget
went on singing and rustling. And so it arare sénse of luxury in the possessor.~Mr.

society. - Here js the place for true relig-

she

help, she hovered about the ‘withered
1
had once been the manly form
hand upon he "sends to the bank, while his frame which
fouces tumble down and his house is: as of her ‘young lover, a perpeiaal benedicbare as his i

3

g as precious

and

mer Tightfist; and every dollar he can lay

justly plead that

Bazar.

collars were as b

neat,

she had the care of her husband,

Perhaps the admonition to, put the best
foot forward seems to you a piece of Poor

tion, or a pretense, or a forgery. r-Earpers

forornaments—‘ Fresh-watei is my jewelry,” quoth nfy grax mother, did her tidy

that frowzy,

is* mot

or did, therefore, was really part of herself.
It was the best of herself, not an assump-

live to maturity,
The parents of Simplicity wiil be wise
enough to keep on and develop the true
woman in their daughter, through whom
the race may be perpetuated.
Society must look after Neglect, or Neglect will poison and sap the foundations of

Areca was

was as caref ‘of her calico as if it had
been a br
- Therefore she never had

by / y™ or

saying,

foot forward, in the sense that she charged
us to do the sane thing—that is to say, she
did the best she could. : Whatever she said

beén 80 sonorously demanding integrity
and conscience! Itis he whose tone was
so lofty that I felt as if the best of the rest ‘grows up-under good influerces and withof us were mean and groveling fellows, as, out. much physical restraint; becomes a
when I have been to see the Shakers, the woman, a wife and a mother. Having eatwhole world outside seems to he disorderly en moderately of healthful food, exercising i
-in the open air, and sleepand dirty.
ing abundantly, she is now sound, sane, and
Surely this cannot Rave “been what my
grandmother meant.
She did not mean to good looking. Her teeth are *‘all her own,”
encourage false pretenses. She did not and she is seldom or never ill. When she
mean that a squalid and filthy figure should goes to keeping house, it means a healthy,
thrust forth a jeweled foot; nor yet that happy home~not a hospital ; and she beeverything should be sacrificed to appear- comes not a hinderance, but a “‘helpmeet, n
ances, which was the principle of Cousin indeed.
Nabby, who had no carpet ‘upon the floor
Miss Neglect lives on the streets. - She is
of her parlor and no furniture in it, but who coarse, gross, and more animal than huhung €ilk and ‘14¢e curtains in the windows, man. Her father when young formed the
because, she said, they could be seen,
ennobling habit of smoking tobacco. At"
and we must pat the best foot forward.
first it made him ‘very’ sick, but by perse:
My grandmother was the soul of ‘honesty,
verance he mastered it. Then he ried
and when she-gave
usthat advice “she “can chewing tobacco to preserve his teeth(?)
not have meant to-@pprové the brick sides and keptat it till they were worn away,
of Saint Rainbow’s or the wooden spire and then he gummed it till it mastered him.
rupon the stone tower painted to resemble Then he needed something stronger than’
stone. She no more meant this than Poor water to “‘steady his nerves,” and was adRichard meant that every penny slipped vised by the doctor to try porter, beer, or
into an old stocking was a pénily saved. - “I Bourbon, This tinished him, His wife
If I would know what my grandmother suffered a few years of social “martyrdom,
meant, I must observe what she did. and was without relief till she became a
While she was a housekeeper she had a widow and her children half-orphans. One
very plain hivuse, for she was not rich. of them goes about: begging, or, selling
There were not carpets upon.all the. floors, matches, or stealing, ‘while ‘young, and

dresses, but eve

school-mistress

16th

in such a highly ornamented condition that
it seems as deserving. of profound respect

Tiny dncdisoft, aml pink as pink could be.

have read the famous novels ‘written since
her day—the pictures of familiar life and of
characters that we may all have JKknown—
how often T have wished that some of those
artists could have seen my. grandmother,
that the life which was the delight of a little family might have become a poem for
all the world. She always put her best

brick.

Sometimes this superficial splendor. takes
such hold of my imagination that as I sit
in the dim religious light of the noble orielwindow and think of the wretched cheap
bricks, I wonder if our geod rector puts
his best foot forward in the same way as
the church itself, and whether" under: all
that spotless lawn and: silk there is soiled
linen or a torn coat, So in the political
convention and caucus what a prodigiously
fine foot is put forward! I sit in the gal-

MORN,
Yea, Lord. In listening stillness see me ‘stand,
Longing, yet quiet, for a word from Thee;

Yea, Lord.

which

cathedral of Saint‘ Rainbow’s puts its best
foot forward in this poor way; for while its
front is freestone, wrought in flowers and

As heeding not the knell of passing hours,
1 sit, and hear, afar, the dark stream flow ~~
Catch from the night-wind scent of dying flows

the

front,

mer Tightfist had great influence in the
world, I fear that even the magnificent

Fixed on the earth, see naughtjof joyance where
Each leat partukes the.glovy of the skies.
How still, O Lord, Thou, Thou alone dost know,

sleep
:

the

dise and buildings would suppose that Far-

My hands ave folded quiet, and my eyes,

And stoops to wake from
sea:

to paint

revery body sees, and to let the rest of the
house shift for itself.
And whoever looks closely at merclian-
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Dick

benevolent

know, but be

Mrs. Toad regards Mrs, Frog with gnawing. envy because she goes to Mxg Bat's

dinners. If Mrs, Toad and ll
her rétainers did net know it, there would be no
pleasure for Mrs: Frog, because she knows
better than any ome how splendid and
dreary the Bat dianers are. — That isto say;
it is the importance reflected upon her
which ig the secret of Mrs. Frog's satisfaction. Butif there were no reflection of
that kind, she would certainly not spend
money for silks and laces -and gloves and

#
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Very: ‘igpallectual - women

are seldom
beautiful ; their features; and particularly
their for: cheads, dre more or less masculine.
But there are exceptions. to all rules, and
Miss Landon yas an exception. to this one.
She was exceedingly feminine and

pension

Mrs. Stanton, likew 1se,is a handsome wom-

an] Bat)
Misy' | Anthony
MOLGare
plain. Porter
were Women of
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high brows and
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the world. ‘Tt wasa very sad ‘cise. He
was the only surviting son ‘ofa very ‘hoblg
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"Great ¢rimes work great ‘wrongs, and
the’ deeper tragedies of life ‘spring’ from is,
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oholy.. are-the fosstsiogued tragedies
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JHeivides

his. Leviathan

as

fiercely as’ did his ‘countryman, Hobbes
| can he be as trnculent-and abusive? Were |

JENNIE, only daughter of Nathaniel and Miry |
Waterhouse, died in Glendale, Sept. 11, aged 8 !
months.
* Suffer little children to. come
unto |

me.’

AMY STAPLES died in Burrillville, R. I., Oet.
19th, in the 22 year of her age. Sister Amy was
a Christian, and died in the hope of a glorious
resurrection.
Many hearts are made sad by
her death,
Funeral services attended by the
writer.
D. C. WHEELER.
MRS. NANCY RAMSEY died Sept. 15, of consumption, in Jefferson, Mich., aged 41
years
and 6 months.
For weary months her
me
was racked by disease, and death ‘had marked
her for his sure vietim. But through all the
painful ordeal of giving 3p earthly hopes and the
dear family cir#le, which she knew would so
sadly miss her, she was sustained by Him who
m ol childhood she had learned to love.
From
early youth she had been a constant reader of
the Star and her life seemed the embodiment-of”
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